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Abstract 

This thesis examines the social construction of shared households in the Commercial 
Drive area of Vancouver in 1996. The aim of this study is to investigate how 
relationships develop between household members, as they directly and indirectly 
negotiate household boundaries with each other. and. in doing so. socially construct the 
form of their shared household. Household boundaries are not only physical. in terms of 
the built environment and household membership, but also moral, in terms of appropriate 
or normal behaviour. These boundaries tend to be figured negatively in shared 
households. as all behaviour is permitted except for that defined as inappropriate. Where 
these boundaries are set. however. may be open to negotiation: what is considered 
appropriate or normal behaviour can be contested by household members. 

This project is one of urban anthropology. As ethnographic research on shared housing is 
limited. literature was drawn not only from social and cultural anthropology, but also 
sociology. social geography. and environmental psychology. Data was drawn from eight 
inteniews (of one to three hours) with members of shared households. Excerpts from the 
inteniews were included. and form the basis f x  the thesis. 

Demographic trends in Canada indicate a movement away from nuclear family 
households towards people living alone or as single parents. In the city of Vancower. 
rental costs are high; many people who might prefer to live by themselves cannot afford 
to. Wlile for some intewiewees. shared housing is solely a financial necessit).. for 
others. it is an opportunity to participate in an intimate social setting. to meet the 
challenges of interacting with others. and to learn more about people and one's self. 

This thesis examines how the recruitment of new members senes  to articulate norms of 
behaviour. and how new members integrate into existing household patterns. The 
relationships between members and those outside the household also s e n e  to express and 
define boundaries of behaviour. Shared households are communal to v q i n g  degrees. 
Another task. then. is to determine what in particular is to be shared: space. facilities. a 
social life'? How are norms of behaviour expressed. how are shared households governed. 
and what happens when one does not comply with conforming pressures? Also explored 
is the political and communicative context within which these boundaries are created: 
why some members have influence over others. and what means of influence they use. 
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1. Introduction 
This thesis examines the social construction of shared housing in the Commercial ,Drive 

area of Vancouver in 1996. The aim of this study is to investigate how relationships 
\ 

develop between hopsehold members as they directly and indirectly negotiate household 
1 

boundaries with each other and, in doing so, socially construct the form of their shared 

household. 

This is an ethnographic account which examines the practices. m b i n g s .  and knowledge 

that people bring to and develop during their participation in social relationships. This 

research is field-driven rather than theory-driven; the framework of boundaries of social 

and moral behaviour arose from interviews with shared household members rather than 

from social science literature. This is not an attempt to develop social theory, but an 

identification of certain social processes in a practical setting, to which existing relevant 

theory has been synthesized. .4 number of questions will be explored during the course 

i f  this thesis. How are boundaries of behaviour constructed and how do these enter into 

relations between members and potential members or between members and non- 

members'? What is to be considered appropriate or 'normal' sharing behaviour. and how 

are these norms expressed'? How are individual members involved in constructing these 

boundaries of behaviour. how do they influence others. and how do they come to hold 

this power? 

Scope 

This project is one of urban anthropology. Concern here is not with urbanism and the 

city itself, yet neither is this a matter of applying traditional field methods to a 'village' or 

community that happens to be located within an urban setting. Shared households, such 

as those examined here. are very much a product of the city. and while my focus is on 

relationships within the house'hold itself. the urban context is inseparable. The fieldwork 



techniques used were those which lend themselves to accessing information from persons 

in modem urban life. 

The social form of a shared household is constituted through its boundaries. This is not 

to say that a shared household is formed in reaction to another or other households. nor in 

reaction to the urban context i r i  general. but that it is formed against its own alternatives, 

to the other potential forms that it could take. Household boundaries are not only 

physical. in terms of the built environment and the household membership. but also 

moral. in terms of appropriate or normal behaviour. These moral boundaries in part s e n e  

to separate and distinguish bemeen actual household members q d  non-members. More 

importantly, however. they are a means of expressing the division between moral 

membership and 'otherness,' the 'amoral' behaviour that could rise out of any household 

member. Household behavioural boundaries are articulated in the form of rules. 

guidelines. or simple recognition of 'the way that we do it.' Where these boundaries are 

set. however. may be open to negotiation; what is considered moral behaviour can be 

contested. The process of contesting behaviour is behaviour in itself. however. and may 

in turn be contested. Specifically then. this thesis will seek to identify key moral or social 

boundaries of shared households and th; processes and strategies involved in their 

negotiation by members. 

The Locale 

The officially designated Grandview-Woodland area on the east side of Vancouver, 

which is the locale for the study. is popularly known as Commercial Drive. or to the 

locals.~simply 'The Drive.' While the area was first settled mainly by British immigrants 

at the turn of the century. waves of Italian and Asian immigrants (beginning after World 

War I and continuing through to the late 1960s) contributed to a neighbourhood 

characterized by southern European. Latin American and Asian -ts. afes and < L' 

shops. Generally considered the most eclectic neighbourhood in Vancouver. ~ o h e r c i a l  

Drive has in recent years become home to political activists. artists. musicians. students. 



and is also the centre for the city's lesbian population. Traditionally a low income 

neighbourhood. many young adults are now moving to the area as housing costs on the 

more upscale West Side and other areas rise. This trend has led to increased amenities. 

oriented towards the changing population. Commercial Drive has developed a mixed 

'alternative' flavour: for instance, a new restaurant in the area caters largely to single 

mothers and their children. while a wine making shop. upscale coffee shops. juice bars 

and restaurants have been opened. Greenpeace has ah office just around the comer from 

a firearms shop. and a new drop-in centre for people with mental health problems has just 

been built. Gentrification is taking place: West Side style condominiums are being built. . 

and older houses are being renovated. often with extra suites added.' Dreadlocked. body 

pierced and tattooed persons. along with upscale young professionals. now coexist with 

ethnic immigrants and mental patients. The Drive is increasingly seen as a desirable 
2 

place to live in Vancouver. and housing costs are rising rapidly. I t  is \.et-y difficult to find 

housing in this neighbourhood. at any price. Sharing housing has become quite common. 

As an exercise in qualitative research. this thesis will not attempt to present findings from 

a statistically representative sample of shared households in the area. nor to generalize its 

findingfto shared households elsewhere. While the social processes of negotiation take 

place in all forms of housing. the ways in which individuals manage different situations 

may vary widely (Wallman. l983:2 10). Ul i le  it is beyond the scope of this thesis to , 

explicitly contrast shared households with other forms of households. one of my aims. 

however, is to show just how different shared households can be from one another. 

This variability among shared households leads to difficulty indefining it as a distinctive 

type of household. What is a shared household? Definitions in social science literature 

vary. Most indicate that a shared household contains five or more unrelated adults. plus 

any children. who live in co-residence as a household. where the motivation to do so is 

relatively pragmatic (as contrasted to counterculture communes). although there may 

I Regarding m)zhs and meanings of gentrification. see Mills. 1993. 



remain a commitment toward achieving a sense of community (Raimy 19795.1 1 ; 

~ a b l o c k i  1980:7: Poldewaard 1987:609). The Vancouver Homesharers Society however 

defines shared householding or 'homesharing' as a situation in which y o  or more 

unrelated persons live in a household: no mention of ideology or community is made 

( 1986: 3- 1 ). The size of the household. the extent to which members are ideologically 

motivated. and the amount of resources. facilities and activities they share are all matters 

of degree. Demographically. as well. There may exist many combinations of related. 

unrelated. and co-habiting (as if married) individuals who may come together to form 

various subhouseholds within the household itself. Some may consider their situation a 

shared household. while others may not. It  is generally assumed that members of the 

same household all live under one roof. although this can be misleading. as well. 

k h y  study shared households? The household is "...the next biggest thing on the social 

map after the individual"(Harnrne1 1984:40-41). and functions as an 'immediate ecology.' 

or 'micro communip'  (Claq 1991 :-I). Much of ecerqday life for a \.ast majority of the 

u-orld's people occ,urs in this arena: social interaction in this intimate setting is 

fundamentally important to the qualit) of life that people experience. Our feelings of 

home. family and cornrnuni~  are all affected by those with whom we live. Shared 

housing in North American urban centres has generally been associated with the lifestage 

of young adults. particularly students. although it is now increasingly common for people 
7 

of all ages and occupations to participate.- Contemporary shared housing arises out of a 

context that includes a changing family form. changing gender relations. and a depressed 

economic situation. It is possible that. rather than being simply part of a lifestage. for 

some people shared housing is becoming a l i f e s ~  le in itself. as it is in Northern Europe. 

Lthile North American authorities tend to onl) just acknowledge its existence. 

Scandinavian countries formally recognize shared households as long-term social. legal 

- Shared household representations ul th  three or more roommates on film and telek~sion are b e c o m ~ n g  
more common. le Three's Cornpan?. Threesome. Shallo* Grave. R e a l ~ b  B~tes .  Golden G ~ r l s .  Full House 
(also see Franck and Ahrentzen 1989 Y I I )  



l987:2 1 6b3 As well. the growing migration from rural 

has increased population pressures and made 

affordable,ldusing in cities an portant social concern. Sharing housing resources is Cr 

one grassroots means of dealing .ith such a context (in Latin America see Gilbert 1993; P 
in SubSaharan Africa see ~ i ~ ~ l e  \1994). By studying society "from.the inside out" 

(Hammel 1989: 19). we may determine how alternative living situations may be managed. 

Despite the pervasiveness of shared housing. little has been written on the subject by 

ethnographers or by social scientists in general. Through the examination of boundary 

negotiation in the formation of shared households. it is hoped that this project will 

contribute to an anthropology of householding. 

Literature Review 

As ethnographic research on shared households is scarce. I have had to draw on literature 

from other fields concerned with housing in general. as well as other forms of alternative 

housing. This information is usehi  in providing parameters and points of departure for 

an anthropological analysis of shared housing. 

Urban &thropology has its roots in the ethnographic studies completed by I'ni\,ersity of 

Chicago sociologists of the 1920s through to the 1940s. As well as examining urbanism 

itself. researchers described 'social worlds' that existed in urban settings. such as those of 

hobos. gangs and ghettos (Hannerz 198O:j 1-44). One of the founders of the Chicago 

School. Robert Park. was concerned with what he termed the -moral order'. in which an 

individual's position and self-identi? is determined by attitudes and standards held by the 

group to which he belongs. One is constantl>. struggling to maintain one's status. point- - 
of-\.ie~v. and self-respect u-ithin one's s o c i e ~  through recognition from others (Park 

& 
1953: 176- 177). One Chicago stud>- of particular relevance examined life in rooming , ,.. 

houses: the high degree of anon>-mity and mobility of tenants led to social isolation 

The Dutch equ~kalent to the shared household 1s referred to as the I~vlng group' wh~le  the b ~ g  farn~l! In 
Sueden 1s of the same form (Kooduard  1987 2 16) 



within this household form. Minimal development of relationships between household 

members, if any at all, took place (Zorbaugh 1929). 

Following the Chicago School era, urban anthropological studies sometimes simply 

consisted of making use of traditional research methods within the city, studying 'urban 

villages' or ethnic enclaves, with little regard for the urban environment (Hannerz 

19805-6). Other studies, while relatively conventional in methods and focus, did attempt 

to make connections to broader concerns of urban development. More recently, 

ethnographic subjects have increased in range, although still often ignoring &he city 

surroundings (see Amit-Talai and Lustiger-Thaler 1 994: 1 22).' 

In his schema of an anthropology of the city, Hannerz views householding as a field of 

activity that represents a. major part of urban social life (1 980: 102). The city, in 

Hannerz's view, is a system of relationships; as individuals participate in situations each 

has his or her own agenda, and yet is influenced to some degree by the agenda of others. 

(Hannerz 1980: 101). Within the domain of householding roles are developed and 

contested as relat~onshi~s are continually being renegotiated (Hannerz 1980: 102). Other 

domains - provisioning, recreatio neighbouring and traffic - also contain roles that relate "n 
to householding. and to urban social life in general (Hannerz 1980: 103). 

Whde shared household members maintain their own roles in these other domains, they 

will not necessarily directly experience their roommates' roles elsewhere. The shared 

household is relatively autonomous as a domain. Occasionally one may engage in - 
recreatational activities with other members, deal with neighbours together, or engage in 

. 

ri provisioning together; indeed, interviewees confirmed that this id take place. However. 

they do not appear to be common occurrences; this tended to happen only sporadically 

and spontaneously. Signs of members' outside interests and occupations may find their 
i- 

See Cohen and Fukui ( 1993), Amit-Talai and Lustinger-Thaler (1994) for anthropological examinations 
of the city and urban lives in general. See Gulick (1 989) for sociological perspectives of this topic. For 
various theoretical perspectives of and drocesses involved in the Canadian housing market. see Harris 
(1991). 



way into the household. however. Sports equipment. arts and crafts. books and so on will 

indicate to other members what each other member is involved in. '4 student may spend 

much time at home studying. a person working a late shift may be sleeping during the 

day. As well. one may learn much about another roommate's interests and experiences 

through daily conversation. 

Wallman is also concerned with householding relationships and activities in an urban 

setting ( 1984: 1 1 ). She sees the household as a process. as a system of resources cvhere 

the boundaries of the household are fluid and subject to change through the domestic 

cycle ( Wallman 1984: 17: see also Harea~en 1974:324). Although Wallman's focus is 

primarily on relationships between the household as a init  and the outside world. her 

processual approach in examining how households organize themselves and function in 

an urban setting is quite relevant to this study. Hammel suggests that we instead viem 

households as histories of decisions (Hammel I984:N). By determining the potential 

field of recruits (organized under some set of cultural rules) for any given household. 

rates of recruitment for households can be computed. Hammel's intention here is to 

create more accurate typologies of households. which is, however, tangential to my own 

purposes. 

Prior to the late 1960s it was largely assumed that the household's function was 

essentially to reproduce members of society. that the household and the family were 

practically the same unit (Yanigasako. in Gray and Mearns 1989:21). .4cknowledgment 

that the nuclear family household is not a cultural universal leads to the distinction 

between kinship units and residential units and further allowed for the analysis of a 

variety of household forms within a society (Bender 1967: Yanigasako 1979: 196: also 

see Netting et al. 1984). Indeed. it is generally agreed that stereotypical nuclear families 
1 

are no longer the norm even within western societies (Brudenell 1983; Marciano 1975; 

Wallman 1484; Clay 199 1 : Wright I98 1 ; Baum 1986). Demographic trends in the 

Llnited States (Alwin 1985) and Canada (Statistics Canada 1994) indicate that there are 

increases in the number of people living alone and as single parents. According to 



Wright. in 1980. only 13 percent of all American households consisted of a stereotypical 

nuclear family comprising a working father. a stay-at-home mother and one or more 

children. She suggests that the day of two or three families per house and of boarding is 

returning (Wright 198 1 :262). 

Statistics Canada maintains categories for non-family private households. which may 

consist of either an person living alone. or two or more unrelated persons living together. 

Non-family households in Canada (28.8% of total households in 1991 ) are expected to 

have the highest proportional increase of any households over the next 19 years (to 

between 30.6% and 32.9910 in 2016). primarily due to the rise in the number of persons 

living alone (Statistics Canada 1994:40). However. the most recent compilation by 

Statistics Canada indicates that in one census area within the Commercial Drive 

neighbourhood. almost one third ( 3  1.8%) of all persons living in non-family households 
4 

in 199 1 had at least one other unrelated housemate (3  1.3% in Greater Vancouver as a 

~vhole)  (Statistics Canada 1992: 108). Also. while shared households were only 4.7% of 

all private households in Canada in 1986 (up from 3.99'0 in 195 1 )(Statistics Canada 

199 1 :4 1-43 ). they account for 13.4% of all private households in Greater Vancouver in 

1991 (Statistics Canada 1992:48). These statistics suggest that although shared 

households may be a small percentage of overall households (including rural households) 

in Canada. they are a significant proportion in the Vancouver urban context. The City of 

L'ancouver relies on Statistics Canada for its statistical information. I t  should be noted. 

however. that zoning bylaws allow for a mavimurn of five unrelated persons living 

together in a single family dwelling. Any more residents than this and a license for a 

rooming house must be obtained.' 

Various social scientists have traced the history of lodging and boarding in American 

cities from the 18th century until its decline after the 1930s (Modell and Hareaven 1973 

Hareaven 1974; Wright I98 1 ). Boarding households often acted as surrogate families. 

John Jessup. The Housing Centre. C i p  of Vancouver. personal communication. September 5 .  1997 



and sened  to cushion the shock of urban industrial life for newcomers to the city. Such a 

residence was considered part of the life cycle. even for the affluent (Modell and 

Hareaven 1973 :47 1 ).6 ~ o r b a u ~ h ' s  examination of rooming houses in 1930s Chicago 

provides useful obsenations and ethnographic accounts of social relationships within this 

household form (Zorbaugh 1 Kg) . '  

Related literature iri environmental psychology tends to revolve around the idea of place 

attachment: the feelings that people have about their home (Low 1992; Lou and Altman 

1993: Pellow 1992). The ke? relationship under study in this field is that between the 

individual and home. so a transactional perspective is proposed, wherein physical 

environments and psychological events are seen as being inseparable. mutually defining. 

and a single unit of analysis (Gauvain et a1 1983: 182 j. The home may be a source of self- 

identity. of relating to others. of maintaining privacy and refuge. of providing continuity 

and stability. of establishing heritage. and so on (Hayward 1982:3-6: see also Duncan and 

Duncan 1976). Hummon points out that by changing dwelling types one may symbolize 

the transition from one life stage to another (Hummon 1989:217-218). In this literature. 

the key relationship under study is that between individual and home rather than those 

between household members. 

Social geographers are. among other things. concerned with locating people within space. 

Focus in this area is on the relationship between the built environment and human 

beha~iour  (with respect to housing see Altman 1976,: Sebba and Churchman 1983; 

Laurence 1982: Porteous 1976). The home provides a means for expressing and 

organizing experiences. as relationships revolve around relations in space (Wilson 1980). 

Because of the relatively high turnover of shared household members. the identity of a 

shared household may become denved largely from it's being a pluc-e. a setting for 

' b a d e ' s  h~stor?, of soc~al  housing In Vancouver descr~bes lodging and board~nghouses during the early 
1900s. single immlprant labourers would often rent small houses together and Il-te communally (Wade 
1994 71) 

berries that boardmg encouraged translenc? and d~scouraged dornest~c~ty. along w ~ t h  new defin~tions of 
pnvac) led to ~ t s  dem~se,  and to the begmning of the nuclear fam~ly household (Modell 1973 468) 



domestic life. rather than from the composition of it's members (see Kanter 1993b:448: 

Kanter 1979: 1 14). While issues of space. territoriality and privacy do enter into shared 

housing life. this area of the literature does not address the means by ~vhich household 

members actually manage such issues in a social context 

Although they are also concerned with space. Cooper and Rodman do howe\,er.examine 

specifically its impact on social relationships within housing (Cooper and Rodman 1990; 

1 992a: l992b; Rodman and Cooper 1989: 1993). In their anthropological study of the 

social construction of 'home' in Toronto housing co-operatives. they find that boundaries 

express spatial organization and may be conceptualized as transitional zones, borders. 

barriers and edges. These boundaries are contestable. often ambiguous, and reflect power 

relations that exist between' members. Cooper and Rodman examine ho\t co-op members 

define the boundaries of their homes and their community. and how conflicts arise over 

competing interpretations about the appropriate use of space (Rodman and Cooper 1993 ). 

Although Cooper and Rodman's work focuses on inter- rather than intra-household 

relationships. their relational analysis has proven useful. Insofar as co-operati\.es are 

formed of a number of private. fully self-contained and relatively autonomous household 

units. their form is of a larger order than that of the shared household; indeed shared 

households may exist \tithin co-operatives ( Gorman 1979: 19: S t ~ j a n  I9W:_C7l). In any 

case. literature on co-operati\,es generally looks at the origins and their social and 

administrati~~e structure in broad strokes (see Spronk 198 1 : Stqjan 1994; Glunt and Clark 

1 992 ). 

Communes of the 1960s and 1970s in North America attracted much attention from 

social scientists. Like today's shared households. these communes did in\.ol\.e unrelated 

people l i ~ i n g  together and sharing some facilities. although communes often had 

members living in multiple dwellings on shared rural land rather than in a single 

household. W i l e  moti~ations of shared household members range from the simply 

pragmatic (not being able to afford their own place) to intending to achieve a sense of 

community. communes tended to have a strong ideological basis, uherein members 



maintain an anti-bureaucratic. counter-culture attitude (Raimy 1979: 1 1 ; Brudenell 

1983:276: Zablocki 1980:7). The extent to which a commune is ideologically oriented - 

may be a matter of degree. however, as Kanter's 'urban communes' appear to share no 

specific values beyond those of household intimacy. and are quite similar to what would 

now be considered shared households (Kanter 1979: 1 12, also see Alam 1976: 182- 183 ). 

Much of this literature follows the rise and fall of the commune movement through the 

1960s and 70s: bvho joined and why. how the communes maintained themselves. and why 

they eventually dissolved (see Aidela and Zablocki 1991 ; Brudenell.1983; Cavan and Das 

1979: Raimy 1979; Zablocki 1980). Zablocki's study also provides insight into 

recruitment and retirement processes. issues of autonomy and consensus. decision- 

making and conformit>.. Kanter's body of work on communes is perhaps the most related 

to social relationships in shared households: her analj.sis of commitment to cornmunit! 

.and behavioural boundaries and conformity is quite relevLmt to my study 

Social science literature on shared housing exists. although it is scarce. Baum attempts to 

isolate the factors that make for a successful shared household in .4ustralia. with 

emphasis on implications for social policy. Her suney  indicates that power imbalances. 

conflicts over chores and over personalities. and privacy issues are all important aspects 

of living together (Baum I98.t:20 1 ; l986:204). Literature on Scandinavian housing 

indicates the overall form and history of shared housing more than the social relations , 

t that take place within i t  (Woodward 1987; Poldenaard 1987)." 

Gorman's analysis of communal living in England is interesting in that some communal 

households. while not completely rejecting prevailing social and domestic norms. still 

maintain an ideology of communality or co-operation and appear to some extent to be 

\.erq' much the 'hippie' style commune of earlier times (Gorrnan 1975: i 5.24). The 

distinction between shared household and commune in these cases is not as discrete as is 

8 Co-housing projects in Sweden tend to attract 'postmaterial' tenants - those often mvolved in alternative 
political parties or movements. and who tend to be employed in education or consulting. or as profess~onals 
or managers. These tenants value the social aspects of housing over the material aspects (Woodward 
l987:2 15; McCarnant and Durrett 1989185). 



often stated in theory. Gorman discusses motivations, recruitment. mechanisms for 

resolving conflict. dealing with community and privacy, decision making and more in 

this guide to communal living. In North America, a similar guide has been produced 

(Raimy 1979). While both pieces discuss social interaction among members. they are 

presented more as journalistic %@ITS  ̂ ihan as ethnographic accounts; generalizations are 

made as subjects' voices are minimized. 

Finally, gerontologists concerned with housing policy have become interested in shared 

housing as a means of bettering the living conditions of the increasing elder population 

(see Streib 1978; Schreter 1984. 1986; Vancouver Homesharers' Society 1986; Zahle 

1992; Golant 1994). Most studies. hokvever, focus more on the practical success of 

various placement agencies than on the relationships bet~veen the applicants themselves. 

Fieldwork 

In order to contact prospective participants, I advertised at Octopus Books. a local 

bookstore where people looking for new housemates in the area often post notices. 

Linfortunately, just after I posted the advertisement, the store kvas closed domn. There 

Lvas confusion for a few months as informal bulletin boards set up at other locations 

created a lack of cohesion. Le Quena. a coffee shop and political activist forum, 

eventually became the centre for local housing advertisements. . During this adjustment 

and afterwards response to my advertisement was minimal. Tkvo people responded. and 

only one of these followed through with an intewiew. I decided to advertise in a local 

small-scale. community-run newspaper. 'The Drive.' and I also began calling the 

numbers indicated on the advertisements, stating upfront that I Lvas not looking for a 

room, but would very much like to intemieu. anyone who would be interesting in 

participating, and so on. Response to my telephone calls Lvas generally positive. and the 

inten'iews were completed. 



In one case. I hadn't been able to reach a particular household by phone although I had 

attempted at various times through the week. I managed to talk with someone on a 

Sunday morning. just after ten o'clock. They told me that they didn't ac-tuallq live there, 

and the others were sleeping. but that the project sounded interesting. and a roommate 

would most likely get back to me later. After a feu daqs. I recei\.ed a message on mq 

answering machine. 

The roomies and /$eel rhar rhe &icf rhar ?.ou culled ut fen in the morning on 
Suncia?' means that )IOU don't even carch rhe jisr ofshured crc-c~ommothtions f i r  
jvur stlr&, so u,e tion 't rrxznr to be involved in ir Thanks, h ~ v  b ~ v  

Apparently I had broken some code. crossed a moral boundary of their household 

For the field~vork portion of this study, participant obsen,ation as a general approach ~ v a s  

inappropriate. The household is a setting of very small scale and intimacy. .Not only 

would i t  be logistically problematic to place myself in ~ x i o u s  households for extended 

periods of time. but by doing so I would be distorting the social situation drastically and 

violating their privacy as kvell. Rather, I made use of the 'long intemiekv' technique. 

proposed by hlccracken, in which field contact is limited to a single lengthy inteniew 

(of  one to three hours) ~vi th each subject (McCracken 1988; see also Mishler 1986 and 

Spradley 1979). In total eight inteniews Lvere completed. I did not make use of a strict 

question-answer model of intenie~ving. in which discreet responses are elicited from 

standardized questions (Mishler 1986: 13). Rather. I de\,eloped a questionnaire that 

contained generalized question areas and yet allowed foj open-ended responses. These 

question areas Lvere used as prompts. ensuring that all aspects of shared household l i ~  

known to me ~vould be covered. Encouraging extended responses and free t lou  of 

thought created an opportunity for intenie~vees to initiate their o n n  explorations. Bq 

maintaining the context ~vithin which statements are made. interconnections bet~teen 

them and larger patterns in\,ol\fing them are more readily discerned (Mishler 1986:23). 

As Lvell. intemie~vees Lvere able to produce categories and assumptions that were no\.el to 

me and to indicate relationships bet~veen them 1 had not foreseen. Inteniewing became a 

reflexive process. in that as I completed intenie~vs I often added or altered my question 



areas and specific prompts for the following intemiews. In general. the more intemie~vs 1 

completed, the longer they became. For the most part inteniebvees cvere allo~ved to 

continue without interruption. particularly so when i t  Lvas apparent that the responses 

kvere in the form of a s t o ~ .  Indeed. one participant. Peter. did articulate his role as a 

narrator when he concluded a two hour monologue with " Thut '.v rn?, sfor>, " (see 31ishler 

1986:66.74.102). .As well as inteniecving one member from each of six shared 

households, I separately inteniew.ed t\vo members from another household. three 

members of a household together. and a person living bvith onl!. one other roommate. 

1nten.ieu.s took place at their homes. my home. or at local cafes. and were tape-recorded. 

I attempted to contact a kxiety of people l i \  ing in shared housing. ho\.vecw-. i t  ma? he 

that since onl? households undergoing a transition of membership \\ere targeted (b? 

ha\.ing ad\ertised for new members), more stable households uere neglected in this 

stud?.. As tvell. those using other matching sen.ices, placing ad~ertisements in the Incnl 

neuspapers or recruiting acquaintances or friends ktould also likely he inaccessible to me. 

hloti\.ations for participation in the stud!, c,aried. The on14 two people who responded to 

rn! adc~ertisement. unbeknoccmst to each other. were from the same house and simpl? 

\\anted to \ ent frustration concemlng one another. One person \canted to be indirectl) an 

ad\ncate for lo\\ income housing. t ~ o  appeared to \cant to befriend me, one planned to 

\\-rite her o\vn popular guide on the subject. and some were simplq. interested and nilling 

to help me out. B?. going through the interview process. participants \\ere granted an 

audience for their stories. a sympathetic ear for frustrations they expressed. an txtcrrnal 

contest ~cithin which to retlect upon elents (some expressed regret at their beha\ iour). 
i) 

and they were also made aware of how much knowledge the? possessed. 

' See also McC'rachen 1988 29 



The Interviewees 
10 The first interview I conducted was with Gregory. Gregory u a s  37 years of age, on 

~velfare. and a free-lance writer. I later conducted an intercieu with Peter. who kvas also 

from this household. Peter was 42. also on welfare. and taking a job skills upgrading 

course. Both Gregory and Peter were university educated. At the time of the interciews. 

they had three other roommates. all on ~ v e l h e .  all lesbians. and t ~ v o  of them sisters. Sally 

and Kath. 

Janet was a 28 year-old mother of two children. Jonathan. 7 and Alex. 3. She had been 

li\.ing with her long-time boyfriend. Tom, and another friend of theirs. Debbie. along 

~ s i t h  her own child. Malcolm. 2. for approximately a ).ear. Both Janet and Debbie were 

full-time mothers. collecting welfare. and Tom was a student . 

Another household consisted of L q .  38. a self-employed engineer (kvho ~vorked out of 

their garage). Frank. 42. ~ v h o  preferred not to give his occupation. and Bob. 34. who Lvas 

recently amved from Neufoundland and looking for work in communications. Each of 

these members Lvas university educated - Bob had an M A .  in English. I interviewed the 

entire household together. 

Dan was 24. and had recently mo\.ed do~kn from Whistler. to work in a local hotel. He 

had two roommates. Christina. an engineer. and Alan. a graduate student. 

Jo>,ce ~ v a s  43, unemplo>,ed and a free-lance u ~ i t e r .  Her only roommate ~ v a s  3 1 .  female. 

and also unemployed. 

Michael, 36. was going to nursing school. and characterized his home as a gay household. 

He shared a room ui th his boyfriend. Tobias. They had two other roommates. Angie and 

%lark, who were students. 

~n Names of the persons quoted in t h ~ s  thes~s. as %ell as those of persons referred to ~ i t h ~ n  quotes have 
been altered to maintain their anonymit) 



Erin was studying for her electrician's certificate. and was 28 years of age. She lived 

with five other roommates. Kelly, 28. Catherine. 20. Jay. 20. and Robert. mid-thirties. all 

of them employed or students. 

Betty. 34 years-old. tvorked as a co-ordinator at a local university. and had a Ph.D. in 

Communications. She had two roommates: an employed female named Sarah. and 

another male. 

Methodology 

I myself have lived in ttvo different shared houses on Commercial Drive. with a total of 

ttventy roommates ot  er the past six years. I am an 'insider' anthropologist tvith respect 

to-my oNn lived experien s in shared households. Insider research has it's own 

potential benefits and costs (Aquilar 198 1 ). Over the years I have developed an i appreciation of the complexities involved. yet my familiarity with the subject matter has 

also been limiting. I have occasionally lost my self-consciousness and taken my lifestyle 

for granted. and have consequently lacked the sense of distance necessary for analysis. 

As \\.ell, I ha\,e sometimes fallen into the fallacy of assuming that I knew all there was to 

know about living in shared households. that nothing much tvould be new to me. My 

past has directed me towards recognizing certain processes that have particular meaning 

to me. and blinded me to other processes that may be experienced. 

I I U'ith respect to other shared households. howet,er, I am an outsider. By inteniewing a 

variety of people w.ho are members of their omn shared households, I have been able to 

distance myself from my experiences (see McCracken 1988:22). The intenietvs 

provided me with the opportunih to view this topic through others' eqes. and serced to 

dislodge many notions 1 held about shared housing. With one exception. I had no other 

connection to the household than that of inteniewer: it appears likely that in at least some 

' I  ,As  well as through non-rnernbershlp. m! gender. education level. and soclal class made me an outsider In 
some cases. 



of the interviews I was provided with information that would not have been expressed 

had it been perceived that I had some personal or political agenda (Aquilar 198 1 : 17). My 

insider experience provided me with the background knowledge of shared housing that 

'L enabled me to ask appropriate questions (McCracken 1988: 19), while my outsider status 

in inteniews both encouraged candor in interviewees and also furnished me with the 

necessary analytical distance. 

Since inteniews are also social situations. ethnographic data was derived whenever 

possible through participant obsenation during the in ten ieu  process itself (see 

Harnmersley and Atkinson 1983: 1 18). In the group interview that I conducted. one 

member. Frank. was aware of this himself. "Since L a r n , p a ~ . s  the most rent. ~ v e  kind oj 

let him tell the most stories. hej, [he chuckles]." L q ' s  authority was apparent in the 

social interaction during the intenieu.  

I found it difficult to develop rapport in some cases. My male. middle class. privileged 

position distinguished me from some participants. despite our common shared housing 

experience. I found that my household. consisting of M.A. and Ph.D. students. a lauyer. 

and a teacher Lvas quite upscale in comparison to others in the neighbourhood. although 

Lve still maintained relatively low incomes. Despite this. many of the participants cvere 

university educated. and as some responses show. the jargon they used is very similar to 
I' my o u n .  In general. I found the more educated participants easier to intewieu. They 

understood the in ten ieu  relationship better. they understood the questions more quickly. 

and they tended to spend more time of their own analyzing the situation, providing more 
4 

extensive answers. As Lvell. those who 'ran' shared houses - those who had been there 

longest. had more responsibilities. power and commitment - tended to have a better 

developed philosophy. or combination of folk theories concerning the living arrangement. 

" The fact that I had knoun one participant for man) )ears became problematic. I found it d~fficult to 
reconcile their version of the r  household with the knowledge and assumpt~ons I had alreadi formed. 



Much of household life is experienced as natural and taken for granted: participants are 

not always able to express such tacit knowledge directly (see Spradley 1979:9). 

Occasionally I was forced to provide examples of posible responses to my questions 
I 3  before they could understand my meaning. The ways in which I phrased questions no 

doubt influenced the manner in which they framed their response. Introducing concepts 

such as hierarchy. rules, space. and so on were necessary to cover these areas. but this 

also forced them to think in those terms. Even looking at the title of this study on the 

consent form prior to the intemiew influenced interviewees' statements to some degree. 

As McCracken states. there exist three sources of information in this form of 

investigation (McCracken l988:29-41). Firstly. through my o m  experiences. I 

developed an working knowledge of many aspects of shared house living that would be 

involved in this study. I identified my owm cultural categories and the relationships that 

existed between them. Secondly. reviewing analytical literature provided me with 

conceptual tools. theoretical and methodological constructs (and assumptions). and field 

data. Moreover. I discovered where literature was lacking. both in terms of ethnographic 

focus and of analysis in general. The interviews were scenes of field data creation. and 

the third source of information. The formulation of both questions and answers was 

influenced by the joint construction of meaning that took place during the discourse 

betw-een the inteniewee and I (Mishler 1986:52.105). Through this process I elicited 

cultural categories and relationships from the inteniewees. Some were expected. and 

others I had not anticipated. I found that methods of negotiation were varied and far 

more extensive than I had realized. 

Analysis proceeded from the particular to the general. as according to McCracken's 

method of inquiry (McCracken 1988:42). Obsenations were made from utterances in the 

intemiew transcripts. These obsenations were developed alone. then within the larger 

transcript context. then according to the previous cultural and literature reviews. - 

1: As Mishler notes. respondents must accept the interv~ewer's framework of  meanmgs in order that a 
successh l  interview takes place ( Mishler 1986:54). 



- Relationships between observations were examined. themes were identified and 

generalized theses were developed. Through this course of analysis then. I determined 

that the processes of negotiation were fundamentally concerned with the movement of 

boundaries of shared households. 

Anonymity and Ethics 

Since this research concerns itself with social interaction in the home. a characteristically 

private sphere of life. ethical considerations were of great importance. Approximately 

half of the participants explicitly asked that their roommates not be told what they were 

saying. while others said that it would be interesting to interview their roommates as well. 
a 

to see what they would say. In any case. participants were assured of confidentiality and 

anonymity where other household members. other households. and university associates 

Lvere concerned. as well as in the dissertation. They were fully informed as to the nature 

of the information required and the use to be made of that information. They were under 

no obligation to maintain participation.9and could end involvement at any time. 

Symbols and Meaning 

People experience lit-ing in shared hous&l-dS'in different ways; their personal histories. 

agendas. interests and so on position each person in developing his or her own 

understandings of social interaction within this context. Concepts such as appropriate 

divisions of responsibility. rules. cleanliness. shari . privacy and more are quite 

ambiguous. and meanings are not often shared by me +b bers. As well. members' 

behaviour is meaningful on14 through the process of individual interpretation. and 

received meanings may be quite different from intended ones. As Cohen points out, 

"Social interaction is contingent upon such interpretation; it is. essentially. the transaction 

of meanings." (Cohen 1985: 17) 

Symbols give household members the capacity to make meaning; they are "vehicles of 

interpretation" (Cohen 1985: 17). While meanings themselves ma! tary widely. many 



symbols from which these meanings are derived may be held in common by members. 

The shLaring of these symbols helps the hoysehold to cohere, while their ambiguity allows 

for individual interpretation. Individuality and commonality are thus reconciled. 

% 

The fact that moral boundaries in shared households are largely symbolic in character . 

means that different meanings may be attributed to them by different members, and also 

tha~boundaries recognized by some members may not by discernible to others. 
'L- 

Household membershp is not always calculated as discretely as might be expected. 

Much household behaviour, as well. is symbolic in nature, and is intended to 

communicate some meaning to another member or members. Figuring the moral 
, . 

boundaries of behaviour is a process in which all members take part. Each household 

member has his or her own notions of what is or should be permissible or not ; some of 
r 

these ideas exist prior to joining the household. and others develop during the member's 

stay. Members' senses of where this moral boundary should lie are often at odds with 

each other. Determining the position then becomes a process of negotiation. and because 

agreement is rarely explicitly articulated and the individual interpretations seldom come ~. 

to be held in common, this process continues. This study, in consequence. will examine 

how meanings often vary among members - how understandings may conflict with each 

oiher, leading to negotiation of household boundaries. 

The bulk of this thesis is made up of three major chapters.   he second chapter is 

concerned with the social construction of the boundaries of the household as a physical 

unit: members and their relationships with those outside the unit, and movements across 

this boundary. The third chapter explores the boundaries of household comrnunality. 

sharing household items. space, facilities, food and social life. and dso  deals with 
P 

boundaries of conformity: where emphasis is upon rules, systems and organization. 

Chapter Four investigates the/ political and communicatite context within which these 

boundaries are created: it deals with hierarchies, power blocs and various means of 
b 

influencing one another in the process of negotiation. Finally, Chapter Five pulls 



together the threads explored in the thesis to readdress the larger concerns identified in  

this introduction. 
* 



2. Household Boundaries 
We are most often aware of our culture when we are standing at the edge of it. when we 

-, 

can see the other possibilities that exist. With shared housing. too. members are far more 

conscious of existing household character. group dynamics and social patterns - as well as 

of potential ones - when the boundaq between the household unit and the outside is in 

flux. 

The process of choosing a new member who will 'fit in' requires that some time be spent 

thinking about what it is that new members will be fitting into. The representation of 

one's living situation to potential members requires the articulation of household 

processes that may otherwise be implicit and taken-for-granted in day-to-day life. While 

formal membership in physical and financial terms may be acquired at a discreet point in 

time. becoming fully integrated into the household in social terms may be a longer 

process and one which is not always successful. Conversely, one may be accepted as part t 

of the household without necessarily being a 'proper' member. While 'proper' or 

complete membership in the strictest sense implies a financial contribution to the 

household and allocation of a private bedroom. others may be accorded 'honorarq.' or 

partial memberships through their relationship with 'proper' members. Contact with 

other non-members. such as visitors, telephone callers and neighbours, also brings up 

domestic patterns and problems specific to shared housing. This section is then 

concerned with the (re-)definition of boundaries of the household as a unit: the recruiting 

of members into an existing or potential household, the process whereby members leave. 

and the process of dealing with other non-members. 

Recruiting: Someone who fits in, not someone to fit in 

Although members of shared households often find it difficult to articulate in precise 

terms. they often have a pretty good idea of the type of people they would like for 

housemates. This typology is often framed in terms of those kinds of persons they would 



not ~vant. houei.er. As Kanter notes. "boundan distinctions can be established on two 

principles. affirmative and negative. Affirmative principles define the group by what it 

accepts: negative b) uhat it rejects"(Kanter 1972: 174). Tommunes  as an idea! type tend 

to be negative rather than affirmative. inclusive rather than exclusive. and permissive 

rather than strict"( Kanter 1973 :'7B 1. Llembers intemiewed for this study also 

*experienced determining boundaries of membership and therefore potential behaviour in 

this negati\.e manner. \lost interviewees uished to have at least some common interests 

and similar ~ .a lues  to those ~ . i t h  whom they live. Specific requirements. such as owning 

or being allergic to animals. wanting a strict vegetarian. alcohol. smoke or drug-free 

en\ ironment may lead to a quick dismissal of a potential roommate. .At times a specific 

gender is desired. to keep or dei,elop a uniformity or balance in the house: sexual 

orisntation may be an issue as \\ell. Erin. ~ h o  along u.ith Kelly was a founding member 

of a shared household of fi\e members. stated she looked for: 

h u . ~ i ~ u l l ~  a. u fi-ume of mind.  usfur  us outlook - >nu cun read u lot dhout u 
per.sonfiom j our first impression of'rhem. ( f r h e ~ ,  ure p u n g  und more energetic 
und h m e  inreresring li\.e.s, an ulternuti\~e outlook rurher than >,our stundard. I t  
d ~ d n  't reullj w.anr anj,ho&. who uus  kind of very judgmental, who hud u lot of 
hung-ups in  regard.^ 10 ~ . h u r  uu.s uppropriare to do in rhe house und whut wasn' f  
uppropriare ro do in rhe house U'e were not looking fbr un>,ho& u ho w.u.s u 
hurd-core drinker, drinking beer and sitting on rhe couch und so firrh. iiellj. und 
I ugrerd rhur we 'd like mother mule in the house to halancr ir out u hit. und M.e 
ul.so didn'r r t m t  .some .stereo~picul redneck d ofperson Someone u,ho is 

1 rociul, j,ounger, huf nor u hema, purrier or drinker, info the urts c.omrnunin,. 
rhings like that l 4  

Jo>ce stated: "One of rhe rhings I look for in u roommate is .someone that will he uhlr to 

hu . e  .some kind of u relution.ship To he uhie ro talk. hecuzrsr I wunr ir to fie1 like u 

home ' 

-- / 

The character of a person leaving a household can influence the choosing of a new 

roommate bq those remaining. Reflection over previous experiences can generate a 

desire to compare or contrast future preferences in terms of the last roommate. One may 

' 4 .All d ~ r e c t  quotes from lnreniems that are contamed ~ ~ t h ~ n  this t h e s ~ s  are noted in l t a l~cs  



attempt to 'replace' a roommate whose behaviour one considered morally good with 

another member who shows potential for similar behavior. Likewise. behaviour that 
b 

crosses the boundary of acceptability s e n e s  to articulate the existence of this b o u n d q  in 

the minds of members. This then also becomes an issue in recruitment. For example. 

after living with someone ~ v h o  watched television in our living room far more than I 

~vished to be exposed to it. TV-watching became a concern w-hen I was looking for his 

replacement. I lvished to make sure that any new recruit would adhere to my vision of 

moral behaviour in this matter. During other periods of recruitment. however. the topic 

of television-watching habits was barely broached. Dan believed that he had been * 
accepted into a household in part because he hadn't shown much concern for cleanliness: 

apparently the roommate he was replacing had been too uptight. a "cleanfreak." and the \ ,$ 

other members of the recruiting household wanted someone more laid back. The 

boundarq of what is considered appropriately intimate behaviour may be adjusted as well 

Xlichael. a member of a gay couple within a shared household. indicated that he tends to 

s~ving back and forth between finding a roommate with the potential for socializing 

closely u-ith them and finding one lvho would keep to themselves more. maintaining a 

higher le\,el of pri\,acy: 

He 've chosen our roommates and u,hat I h m e  - the pattern that I huve discerned 
is that u,e are doing a bit of a pendulum. [We've chosen] t3erl, close people und 
not so ver-3, close people, and hack and forth. genercillv in reaction to the previo~rs 
roommates So. as 1t.e are inren.ietr.ing. w,har'.s going on in our mind qfren is 
what our l~ist  experience was, so we choose in reaction to  thut. 

There is generally no empty space between one roommate leaving and another one 

coming. either in temporal or physical terms. They often exchange the bedroom on the 

same day. and just as one is being accepted into a shared household. another is being lost 

to i t .  There is little time or opportunity to start with a clean slate. 

.A shared household may be created from scratch. when a number of friends. or at least 

acquaintances. band together and search for a house to inhabit. Even in this case. there 

tends to be one or two people \vho sen.e as the prime motivators for this project; other 



potential members must subsequently meet their approval. While the physical location 
I5 may not yet be established. the process of recruiting is fundamentally the same. 

Recruitment of roommates can be either self-initiated or agency assisted or sponsored. 

Pri\.ate or public agencies can assist in just the matching up of housemates. or also in the 

actual organization of house chores and activities. even providing cooking and cleaning 

senices.  It appears that these agencies tend to be directed towards specific user groups; 

the elderly. the physically infirm. and the mentally challenged. In Vancouver. the 

Vancou\.er Homesharers Society acts as a matchrnaking senice. primarily for the elderlq. 

and also. a new prir.ate company called Roomies does the same. for a general clientele". 

Those I inten.iewed. hokvever. initiated their o u n  housing arrangements. either recruiting 

by word of mouth or through advertisements. 

Through roommates. friends or people ui th  some other connection to the'hdusehld. one . ' 

ma! learn of a potential recruit. In this case one has the advantage of leamirig something 

of their background through the person who referred them. As Janet notes. this is 

important regarding safety issues for her children: she ~vould never recruit a person that 

she had no pre\.ious knowledge of. Problems may arise howe\.er. in that accepting a 

friend of one of the existing members of a household may potentially lead to the creation 

of a new poLver bloc. Peter mentioned that he on a couple of occasions accepted friends 

of roommates without actually meeting ui th  them. The first time this was thought to 
a 

ha\.e Lvorked out ~vell. but the second time i t  didn't and conflicts began to arise between 

him (the founding. or most 'tenured' member of the household) and the others. M e n  the 

roommates asked to bring in yet another friend. he refused. Peter described how one of 

the less 'tenured' roommates queried his stand by wondering aloud: " 'Oh, j,ou probublj 

hose enough girls in here' ,  and I said '.\o, thar 's nor rhe point. ' .l& issue was enough 

fanurics. I  as starting to rhrnk. bur / didn ' I  mention it " Peter had found that by 

I >  

For more on the admiss~on process to communes. see Zablocki. 1980: 108-1 14. 
! c Roomies rna~ntains a database for people searching for roommates or rooms. For a fee. the! will take 
inforrnat~on concerning one's I~fese le .  habits. and des~res in roommates and match this with those of 
others' 



recruiting their friends. these women had begun to form their own social unit. which as it 

increased in size and proportion to the household in general. threatened to dominate the 

construction of household boundaries. They were all women who were "man-hating 
. . 

lesbians. who shot heroin. and in Peter's perception. fanatics. 

4 common and more neutral method of recruitment is to place advertisements at local 

bookstores and cafes. There is no cost to the household. and the size. content, and form 

of the notice are relatively unlimited. Moreover. potential respondents are for the most 

part limited to those persons for a place in that general area. Advertisements may also be 

placed in the local or regional newspaper (the major daily newspaper, The Vancouver 

Sun now has a new section headed 'Roomies'). but this can be costly and descriptions are 

limited. Tcvo intenie~vees, Joyce and Erin, thought that this would provoke an 

oc.envhelming response from potentially 'strange' people even while acknowledging the 

dic.ersity of people l iekg  in the neighbourhood. while Michael would have been 

concerned cvith attracting crank phone calls to their gay household. As well. many higher 

learning centres (such as universities. colleges and technical schools) have notice boards, 

some dedicated specifically for housing. Commercial Drive is not really close to any of 

these centres. however. although many students live on the Drive. All persons 

intenieued for the study said that limiting advertisements to local bookstores and 
Z 

bulletin boards still elicited enough responses. from what was generally thought to be an 

appropriate 'market.' As Peter noted: 

To ger people on the spot its a munvlous place. I meun, e13er?. minute j<ou look 
somebo@ is there, taking ads, rtou know .4nd its all k inds]  ofpeople, j*ou knott. 
there 's students, there's travelers, there is gajv people, there is working people. 
people on welfare, so I thought was the easiest thing to do. 

Correspondingly. Gregor). ~ v h o  was recruited by Peter stated: 

. . .  its one of the mosr effrcrive strategies ofdealing rz,irh that system, is just simplj* 
to hung around there for un hour or tuu  hours in the afiernoon and see wbho 
c.omes along and puts up u new sign. 'cuuse f i t s  a good place and irs gflordahle. 
ir goes in hours, j,ou know 



Presentation of Self: Potential Behaviour 

Advertisements are designed to attract certain types of potential members and to screen 

out others. Bob described the search for his relatively conventional shared house: 

I teas looking at the ads at Octopus Books, and I sort ofjltered through all the 
ones that had kind of qrtirbl- j90u know - statements on them - all the earth . 

goddess stufland all that - you know its fine, but its not the kind of arrangement 
I 'd  like to live in. 

The words 'roommate'. 'housemate', 'shared house' are usually included, in order to 

designate the type of housing available. Specifics concerning matters such as location of 

the dwelling. the monthly costs of rent and utilities. the number of current members, their 

sexes. any animals existing or (not) allowed, and the date of availability are included. 

Information on space available (one advertisement actually drew a layout of the house. 

indicating rooms) and karious facilities may be included. Often the character of the 

household is depicted. as well as that of the roommate they are looking for: for example. 

ecologically-minded. quiet. creative. energetic. family-like. etc. Follo\c.ing are four 

ad\.ertisements posted at Octopus Books in December of 1995: 

Room to Rent. Gardener's Dream. comfortable home with large beautiful 

garden. Near Commercial Dri\.e. Looking for ecologically minded. woman 
0 

preferred to share with two men. Avail. Jan 15 i Feb 1 .  $267. + 113 util. 555- 

4261 Ian 

House to Share. Wanna share a house in East Van.? We are looking for two new 

female housemates to share our bright. spacious home. On 28th Ave between 

Knight and Fraser. It's a quiet neighbourhood with mainly families and students. 

Our place has hardwood floors, big windows, a fireplace. balconies. laundgr. a 

back porch and parking all included. Call 555-2464. Come see our Xmas tree " 

and have a glass of eggnog on us. Check i t  out! Rooms go for: 1 - $4OO/month 

(avail Jan 15th) 2- $4501month (a\,ail Jan 1st) 



Roommate Wanted. by January or February in spacious top floor of funky house 

just off Commercial Drive. Working student preferred. Mellow person who is 

into jazz and my cat Oscar. $300 (plus util) 555-2552 

The House of Orange is looking for a 6th segment for January 1 .  Must be 

female to complete our Brady Bunch motif. You must enjoy keeping a clean 

house and be energetic and creative. We have a gigantic home with fireplaces, a 

deck. laundry. orange carpet and more. Stone's throw from the Drive. Very open 
.. 

minds. Employed preferred. $250/mo. + $50 util. 555-6893 

As Peter recalled from the time he \vas recruiting. "...the ad said prefer tirtsj.. alternative 

people', und hasicallj, l.ou pa?, j'otrr bill, clean up j30ur shit, no hard drugs - that [ Mnnt 

to know of '  - and then 'music sometime[s] loud. pets and smoke OK. ' " 

Most intewielvees stated that they screened prospective applicants or households over the 

klephone as \tell. pursuing details from the advertisement and seeking information on 

other details previously unmentioned, as ~vell  as getting a sense of the other person. 

Intewiewing in person takes a great deal of time and can be difficult to organize - this is 

particularly so when large numbers of potential recruits must be met by a household made 

up of many members - so the process often begins over the telephone. just to make sure 

that each meets the basic qualifications. Larry explained: 

Ibti put the ad in andjttst start taking calls, andj3ou knobv, especiallj, ut times - 
and this is one of those times byhere there  as a lot yfpeople looking -you get tr 

lot ofcalls, j'ou know .-indj,ou have to sIfr through them, crntl sort of'hone in - tr!. 
untl hone in as much us possible w,hen its over the phone ..ind. j,otr know,. )ve'\-t. 
got cats here. for instance, and Ifsomeboc& 's high/), allergic to them its no point 
in them spending their time coming over, so jlou eliminate ofl some oj'the kej* 
things that people maj3 or m q  not he looking for. 

People looking for a room in a house may hold varied priorities. Some may be concerned 

primarily with the size and condition of the bedroom. while others look more towards the 

t),pe of people living in the house. and the house architecture as a whole. The rental and 



utility costs are always an issue. and the location and length of time available are 

important as well (often sublets exist)." 

In ten ie~vs  held at the house generally last about 20 minutes to half an hour. In some 

shared houses. the most tenured person(s) set(s) up the inteniew. ~vhile in others it is 

done by whoever was involved in the first contact. The inteniew takes the form of an 

unstructured conversation. although in at least one case, the 'house' had a set of specific 

inteniew questions that they used each time they r ec ru i t . l ho th  the house and the 

potential recruit may seek to present themselves in a certain way during this process. The 

existing members of the house may clean the house more thoroughly than may be normal. 

in order to attract more people. or to indicate that this state of domestic order or neatness 

is what they hope the prospective new member will contribute to maintaining the 

household should he or she be accepted. Larry noted that: 
M 

.-it times *$,hen 1t.e cleaned the house when M.e were shG~r.in~g ir there rc,u.s un 
%\ . ~mmediate dlflirence [in the responses of potential recruits] hgfbre und ujter ir 

Irus cleaned. u j . o u  don ' t  clean it, in a ~ . a ~ , ? u z i ' r e  s~i?ing - ?,ou hwovi.. ?,our odds 
ure inc-reczsing of'finding somrboj .  ~ , h o  rvillfir in, becuuse . . .  [they can see it in its 
natural state] but on rhr orher hand juu acrudlj, get LI lot more people interesred 
in rhe place[because i t  is more attractive] . so.. 

Larq's roommate Frank joked: "I think vie gor Bob [their third and newest roommate] 

1t.ith rhe two flower pots on the porch " 

The recruit tends to obtain much more information about the household than members of 

the household gain about the prospective recruit. through presence in the house during the 

inteniebv. and also because members of the house tend to have more to say about 

household patterns and processes than the potential member, who is implicitly expected 

to tit in. This can cause confusion and miscommunication, especially with the 

assumptior? of tacit agreement or consent. Just because a potential remuit may seem to 

I - See Neighbourhood Reinbestment Corporation (1985) for topics to discuss with each other before 
sharing. 
18 The! had been u illing to provide me with a copy of the questions, but were unable to find the original 
durmg the period I was in contact ~ i t h  them. 



endorse household members' statements about their lifestyle doesn't necessarily mean 

that he kvill share such lifestyles, but only that he acknowledges that that is how they live. 

Michael was quite aware of this, and conducted the interciew process in such a Lvay as to 

collect information from the potential recruit prior to disclosing established household 

patterns. thus forcing the recruit to present herself on her o n n  terms: 

Ct'e, in the intenview, are pretty carejirl not to give anything ar tqv ,  hecmse we 
know people will . y e :  'I'up, ),up, ?,up. jwp. I 'm that u.aj: I 'm that w q  cheap rent. 
I f o r  it. lt'e generalljj ask people to describe themselves and Aotr, the?, lil-e. 
and harts the}, to live. And then we let rhem k n o ~ , ,  j50u knort-, if 'rhe~, are at d l  
reasonable. \c,e make it clear to them rhis is how, vt.e do it. und rhis is how its going 
to he - trnd these things are negotiable, hecuuse a lot is negotiable. kt> don't 
enforce people to follow a particular pattern of living. vt.e Mtant people ~ ~ h o  are 
ulread~.  follo~t~ing that pattern. Because Ifj~ozr force something, then eventuallj, 
people get tired of it. It ends up being LI mess. It'e 've made it verjt cleur that we 
u m t e d  people rt,hoj?tted in, not people to fit in. 

,4t the other extreme. Dan recounted how his household appearedr'to lack concern about 

the lifestyle and preferences of potential recruits when they inteniewed him: 

I WLIS  elver at m), fiiend's house visiting him. and [the woman living donmtairs] 
.wid she needed somehod,, to live there, so I 'm like "Strre. I'll tuke it. " T h q  rc'ere 
just lookingfor somehodt~ ,Just cznjhodj~. j30u know 

As Michael stated: "its a gumble, its a fwlenol minute intenvieu.. l uu  're going to pick 

someone to live with in ru.enl)' minutes. " In twenty minutes you choose whether or not to 

live with a person: what is said and the way one acts is crucial. The first impressions 

presented by all parties becomes highly significant. and. as Joq,ce pointed out. one 

statement deemed to be out of place can affect one's chances dramatically: 

I'll sav "And I 've got t1r.o cats ", and the), '11 saj, "Oh, rhat 's ull right ". [But] I'd 
rather have someone that sq<s .  "Oh. greut.' l'ou 've got cuts!", hecause I don't 
want them to be ignored. 

Generally all house members take some part in making the decision about recruiting new 

housemates. although this is not invariably the case. For instance. as Gregory related: 

[Peter. the more tenured member] essentiallj, goes out und finds \r,hoer.er cind 
drags rhem home, and that's w.ho I end up living w,ith. I h m ~ e  no real input on 
1c.h~ I end up liling with, nor does he feel rhat I shozrld have (in), input. 



The process of intewiewing makes household membcrs aware of all the possible new 

members. and of the potential changes to the household environment that an1 given 

recruit might precipitate. Having relatively intimate encounters with strangers leads one 

to choose the best available. not necessarily one who would be considered an ideal 

roommate. Financial considerations often require that membership levels be maintained 

at hi1 capacity in spite of the risk of incompatibility between housemates. Peter 

acgowledged that he chose new members without much thought because he needed the 

monel quickly. and that his hasty decision was sometimes the cause for regret on his part 

later. 

4 

Social Acceptance 

Once formally accepted into the household. the process of negotiating social acceptance 

within the reconstituted household begins. Integration of new member into household 

routines requires a learning c u n e  for the recruit. and the rest of the members of the 

household must adjust to the new participant as well. Frequently a 'honeymoon' period 

tahes place. in which old and new members are generally cautious of each other and take 

care to moderate their behaviour towards one another. In fact. this period is often one of 

renewal. where there is an increased awareness of the domestic social unit and of the need 

for co-operation in cleanigg. and so on. In time the newcomer tends to express himself 

more. taking more chances. starting to do his or her own thing. They may feel more 

, p d d @ n d i n g  others more in expressing themselves: comfortable at this point and ma! 

u-ith good-natured insults, watching more television. relaxing on their cleaning duties. 

and so on. Dan. whose roommates had wanted to recruit 'just anybody' found that when 

he became less cautious in his household behaviour they reacted negatively. His natural 

behaviour patterns apparently did not correspond with those already established by the 

rest of the household: 

When lfirst moved in there. I sur there und ttrlked with her lots und lisrrned ro her 
char, trjing to get to know her, and then, us I kind of'gor ro know her. I kind of' 
rolked with her less, und sruiflike rhur /d id  -thing by their rules, and then 
qfter a month I starred ro kind qflike -uhh I 'm p i n k  to .start to kind of do some of' 



my own stufl and that was like, u,hoa, knock it off I was on a totallj different . . 

wat.elengrh, jlou know. Christina and I get along,fine nou,. Ijust had to learn 
hou, to p l q  her a little hit. 

In this case. "learning how to play her" essentially meant learning how to negotiate with 

her while still being able to maintail a positive relationship. 

Peter found that his new roommike. Gregory. began to do his own thing right away 

.-tnj*waj~, he got the room, and right a w q  I saw kind of u change. ..is soon us the 
rent M ~ Y  paid and the receipt given by the land la^^^ that came. and then he was 
uctual[\~, he ~vas  dzferent 

-i 

Rather than attempting to fit in to or at least learn about established household behaviour. 

Gregory entered into intense negotiation - or rather. a power struggle - with Peter. 

.4 household may have a celebratory dinner. or some ;on of ritual of welcome for the new 

arrival: if it is not specifically meant to be such. the first few get-togethers tend to s e n e  

the purpose of bringing the recruit into the moral household. This first stage involves a 

process of integration. an initial move at educating the newcomer in household ways and 

establishing bonding. Erin explained: 

Its LI pretty compiex sj5stem to move into. like cvith ull the individuals und ull the 
..kind of quirks and stqJ? and its - there's u lot to get used to und so.. U L  've never 
usked unjwne to leave, though. .\lost ofrhe time we ullou,ed the group to chunge 
with the person, the person to chunge u3ith the group 

I t  is possible that the integration of others can cause an existing member to feel like an 

outsider. In Peter and Gregop's  house. four new members moved in at one time. They 

were all friends and shared a first language that Peter spoke. but Gregory did not. Peter 

expressed surprise at this occurrence. complaining: ".-It that point, fi-om the beginning. 

fi-om the duj' [her) moved in. [Gregory] ne13er, never, never .sociuli,-ed aguin. " Some new 

members never really integrate into the social life of the household. While 

acknowledging that behavioural boundaries shift with the introduction of new 

roommates. Erin found one recruit's attempts at establishing changes was not acceptable: 



"She %me in and wanted to make .some changes, and her approach to muking the 

ch&&,as not the wuy we had been doing it.. . ' '  

Occasionally misrepresentation appears to have taken place. where either a member of the 

household or the newcomer realizes that things are not as they were said to be at the 

onset. For example. a recruit may initially downplay his interest in listening to loud 

music if he knows that this might not be acceptable to his roommates. but over time. as he 

becomes more secure in his position as a household member, this behaviour can again 

arise. Peter had assumed that Gregorj had regular employment as a m-titer. but this 

turned out not to be the case: "He presented himself like heing uprqfixsionul, like nor 

heing on welfare He 's on welfare, hut he didn 't tell till the month afier " Conversely. 

one may simply misunderstand or miscornrnunicate. In Dan's case. time wasn't taken to 

i n t en i eu  a number of people: "They were just lookingfir . . . . m y h o b .  you k n o ~  I think 

they kind ofregretted it uctuully, becuuse I moved in there und I u.u.s on u rotully diflirent 

~,uvelength. you know. " Sometimes this miscommunication relates to one's initial 

presentation during the inteniew process. and the assumption of tacit agreement. as Joyce 

noted: 

I should hu1.e been more direct, but I [simply] said I didn 't irutch much TI.. / 
usuully just use the Tb'to ~ , a t c h  videos sometimes, th~nking, you know, und now 
she '11 tell me how she feels about it. .-lnd she said "Oh, thur sounds good". SO I 
thought that '.s how she feels about it too. U.LlI, no. .she w . r  watching TLFull the 
time. I just ha?: cominr:.ome with the TL'going. 

k 
I & 

Becoming an Ex-member 

Generally. members initiate their omn departure from a household. Positive reasons 

exist. such as relocating. getting one's own place. moving in with a significant other. and 

so on. Negative reasons. for example, could be a personality conflict with one or more of 

the roommates. or loss of willingness to put up with the uncleanliness or the noise. In 

only one case did I hear of a formal trial or probation period being set. There may be a 

core person or persons who hold the lease or rental agreement. and they would have the 



option of asking another housemate to leave at any time.I9 Michael stated that he had 

asked another roommate to leave because she didn't'rnaintain her cleaning duties, 

She didn't clean, so she got her votice. "We gave you a lot of warning, and its 
time for you to find somewhere else to live. " Well, we've kicked out two 
roommates, and one hated our guts, and blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, we were 
awhi  scurnbags, and she spent the whole month at her girlpiend's essentially, 
and came to pick up her stuff and that was it. And the other one wasn't. The 
other one was much more complicated. And the problem with her wgs that we 
just got sick of her, and she really got sick of us too, but she didn't want to move 
because it was cheap, and it was really kind of a destructive relationship, so I just 
told her it was time to move, because it was destructive for everyone and it wasn't 
going anywhere, and she burst out crying, and blah, blah, blah, - blah, blah, and 
then she decided, when she had time to think about it, that it really wasn't that 
bad, and then she got along just fine with us. We still see her quite often. 

Larry explained that he had only once asked a roommate to leave. aqd that usually such 

persons would be inclined to initidte their own departure if problem were apparent. On 

the other hand, however, when Dan was asked by his roommates to move into a vacant 

room in his friend's apartment upstairs, he said: 

'fforget it". you know. " I  like where I live. I'm not - I'm cool, you know. other 
than you guys are kind of a drag. I like'the location, and I like - you know - my 
room 's$ne ", Isaid. I told Christina [the leaseholder], "Like, forget it, " you , 

know, " I  don 't get in your ~ U ~ S ? S  way that much. "" 

Joint tenancy is another matter; each member pays rent directly to the landlord, and has a 

rental agreement as an individual, therefore all tenants have equal rights to stay, and one 

cannot force another out. Peter. the founding member, discovered that under the terms of 

the household rental agreement he had the right to give Gregory, a new recruit, notice to 

move out only during the first month. Gregory's stalling tactics served to legally secure 

his position as household member: 

19 In British Columbia, shared household members must pay rent to the landlord directly and have their 
names on a rental agreement to be considered tenants under the Residential ~ e n a n c ~  Act. Otherwise they 
have a Right to Occupy the premises, rights which are based upon any contractual agreement between them 
and the landlord or leaseholder. This is also the case when members share the dwelling with the landlord. 
If a lock is placed on the outside of a member's bedroom, however, he becomes a tenant of that particular 
room, and is considered a tenant with respect to the holder of the rental agreement, or with respect to the 
landlord, should the landlord be living on the premises (B.C. Ministry of Attorney Genelal, 1996). 
' O  Also see Zablocki 1980: 139. 



I .suit1 " bell. J Y I U  got to,find unother p1uc.r". und on u re,qulur husis I s u ~ .  
"Gregop, are you looking.for a pluce? ' '  "Oh no. I huvrn 't seen unj,rhing 

J.et"[Gregory replied.] .4nd I found afier, lrgallj~ thdt I huvr no choice 1 hrrve no 
right to put him out, because he's been there now fi,ur monrhs, and he's  ucruull~. u 
tenunr, und since we havejoint tenancy, either we stuy to,gether or go togelher, 
ztnie.c.s sornebociv uunts lo leave on their  OM.^. 

In this case. Peter recruited Gregorq and then three women. Peter and the \\omen wanted 

Gregorv to leave. but he kept postponing. There was a shift of alliances. uherein the 

women c m e  to find Peter's behaviour more offensi~e than Gregory's. and sided with 

Gregory to have Peter remowd. They attempted to h a ~ e  Peter ebicted through residential 

tenancy arbitration. while in turn. Peter and the landlord sided together to hake Gregory 

and the women evicted. In this case. none of the members \\isheif to leaye the house. 

despite the intense contlict that was taking place uithin the household. Going through 

arbitration the? discovered that neither could have the other removed. Peter did indicate 

to me. h o u e ~ e r .  that a possible option he had planned with the landlord \\as to miss 

paqing his rent one month. in which case they could all be ekicted. and then to \\rite a 

new agreement. excluding the others. 

Occasionallq a farewell celebration may be held. At the least, there is usuallq a pulling 

aL\a),. a separation process, although. as hlichael obsened: 

If a household member is leaving on good terms. there is just a gradual winding down o f  

the relationship, whereas if housemates are on bad terms. people may -just put up with 

each other until the end. or a loss of communal calues or an escalation of antagonism ma? 

take place. Just as the household boundaries change uhen a person joins. when a person 

leaves a change takes place as well. In one case the process of losing a founding member 

left a particularly dramatic impression upon Erin, who had also been a member from the 

household's inception: 



it wu.s v e y  impc~rtant to huve her uround, and it [was] going to he very hurd to 
keep it together, 'cause it was really f2eling uround this time that the whole pluce 
was falling apart - the whole house was losing some kind ofcohesion. It chunges 
the  hole kind of structure of the house 

Visitors: Access and Avoidance 

Having visitors in shared households can be a mixed blessing." There exists an 

opportunity to meet new people; indeed most participants believed that by living in 

shared housing the types of people with whom they would socially interact had been 

broadened. On the other hand, as Bob pointed out. visitors can be inescapable: 

There are people just coming uround ull the time. People. ~ jho  it seems come 
once or mice u month, and then there ure people who come just uhout evert* d u ~  
.so there 's u constant q r l e  of'visitors. For me it wus interesting hecuuse there '.s 

.such u hroud dvnumic range of'the opes  uf'people \tho come here. j o u  k n o ~ ; .  
from prt1fi.s.sionu1.s to ~ v l f u r e  people untl evertmthing in-between. .so I find it \.er?, , 

interesting, It Lun he u hone of contention, reall>,, that .sometimes there '.s no 
e s p e  Like I wunt to he ulone, like I 'm into u hook or .something und tired of thc~ 
end1es.v ~~on~~er.sution.s thut ure going on, u,ith people dropping tlr0ltnd und 
there ' s  LI guthering in [he kitchen und LJ guthering in the Iningroom, und mj, 
hetiroom is right heside the kitchen, so it '.s not reul l~,  un escupe. Sounti ~ m - r i r . ~ .  
J Y ) U  knou, 

Issues of safety exist, as hell. as Dan found: 

Thev got kind of'choked uhour my friends, he~.uu.se I hud .some reullv uvird 
 friend.^, right. People I huve met. I hu\,e this one g l y  I MILIS  pluying in LI htrnd 
u'ith who freuked out unti chopped the buck &or up He .show,ed up in u drunken 
ruge in the middle ofthe night demunding his guiturs buck 11nd his L1rnp.s buck. 
and ull this stuff:  und I wusn 'I there rrght. So thtrr wu.s pretR htrd 1 fiueci the 
dour, it WLIS repuirt'd within like hours, hut 

Correspondingly. the exclusivity of personal relationships with one's o m  visitors must 

be re-negotiated, as well. The only place one may entertain privately is in one's 

bedroom, and that may be too intimate a setting to be appropriate. Much entertaining 

therefore takes place in shared living areas, where other roommates are generally entitled 

L I 
Also see Ram) t 979.1 19; Brown and Brown I973.26-l. Kanter 1979.1 16 



to be present. As Michael obsewed. one can ask other members to limit their interaction 

with one's visitors: 

Generallj,.i-iends ure avuilahle ro people, rrnless someone strj.s. ".-lngie 's over 
this one rime and I want ro spend .some time with her ulone " Brit people r u n  in 
how ther interpret that. One woman who NUS rrj.ing to he everj,rhing in our 1rve.s 
~lwaj , .s  joined in, and after 0 while that got ro he u hit oft:  thug und M.e /us! tolti 
hgr G i v e  ir a hrerrk. And then there umos another uomun vvho ohlrcred ro mj,  
not respecting her [private social interaction uith her] j?ienti.s. She &in ' r  kt,~int 
me rulking ro rhem, so she fold me rhur anti I stoppeii doing ir 

Household moral boundaries with respect to fraternizing nith other roomm,ates' visitors 

may not necessaril\ be discussed. h o n e ~ e r .  Dan realized that he had crossed a lint: his 

roommates had assumed: 

I .slepr \ t  irh one of'their r ed& good trientis unti I thrnk [hut re~rllv pi.s.sed them OH. 
w l i  kno~r whur I mtJun. I 'm like. I don't  c . ~ i r ~ ~ ,  rhur '.r m? hlr.sine.s.s. >,ou know rt hcrr I 
metin. 

Some households ha\,e t ~ v o  living rooms. or a separate dining area or sunroom nhich 

makes segregated entertaining possible. or an announcement to others to leaw 

temporarily may be employed. as well. As Erin stated: 

In many wa1l.s. one's presentation of self to visitors is compromised; a loss of control over 

one's phq,sical and social surroundings takes place. 

Guests may sometimes become almost partial household members through their 

relationship to formal members of the household. Ex-roommates. friends or partners of 

roommates may have their presence accepted with or without limited financial andor  

social obligations. In my onn experience, one person whose relationship to the house 

had aspects of all these categories was accepted any time (he was even given a keq) with 

no financial obligation, as he participated in house activities, and sometimes men  led 



them. In other cases. a boyfriend or girlfriend of a member may be alloued to spend a 

great deal of time in the house. provided that he or she contributes to the rent and is not 

present when his or her partner is away. Like full members. partial memhers also need 

some education in communal responsibilities, consen ing hot \vater for others. 

maintaining reasonable hours. and so on. CCThen one's ~nterpretation of moral household 

boundaries of beha\.iour are crossed, the acceptance of a partial member ma4 he 

contested. This occurred in Peter's household. as friends of his roommates would t isit 

the house and make use of the facilities. even at times when he was the onl4- one at home: 

The ttt,o girls. Sullj, anti Kurh, bring u lot oftheir friends over. OK. The) treut me 
like shit, like .somerime I ' m  ~.utc-hing TI7 ~ i n J  ulmost pli.ch me olrt ( f r h r  .sofu, or 
c,hunge [the] c.htinne1 without usking One dtrj, this girl w us cioing her lrrlrn~ir)~ 
~io~t~n.st~1ir.s. mti I told her - trnd I think it u.u.s the hret~kin,q point - I told her she 
i~orrltln'r tio her itrrcncirj, there 

Although some households develop explicit guidelines for t ~sitors, in some cases there is 

no C Y P I I C I ~  d ~ x u s b ~ n n  of how long guests u ~ l l  be t\elcomc. to t t  ma) be that the~r  

departure date becomes postponed to the polnt that other members beg~n to complan ot  

the guest's continued presence. Erin's household had tuo  t isitors t\ho were quite 

disruptive. and stalled to the point that roommates began to complain: "H~I.YIL.LI/! \ .~ it \ L L I . V  

. . 
in\litt.~f them in " Kelly had asked other members for permission cmg~nally. but. as Erin 

noted: 

Telephone Calls 
d '  

The greater number of members living together. the less chance there is that a call comlng 

in is for any one person. I t  may become a tsaiting game; holding back to see i f  another 

member will ansuer i t  first. or just letting the ansuering machine take over. blembers 

can become ver\.. irritated about t&ing messages t o r  others, especially i t '  they do not get 



many phone calls themselves. This also applies to ansnerlng the door. according to 

Con~er se l> ,  E r ~ n  panted out that akoid~ng calls and \Isitors becomes dlfticult nhen other 

members announce to the caller that one is. in fact, home .-\gain. the prit.acq of one's 

relationships to outsiders may be compromised \\hen house members in a communal area 

are able to hear one side of the telephone conLersat1on. a Jotce found Dan disco~ered 

that not erasing messages of fof  the ansuenng mach~ne c m  be contentious, 3s uell 

Friends of members ma) become upset that their telephone messages are not a l~ka)  s 

rela! ed b? others. or that they can't get through because  of^ bus) line. Janet learned that 

friends mat also become hesitant to \ isit if m~mns i t t  de~e lops  betneen themselws and 

other roommates. con\,ersel>,, l iv~ng in shared households can potentiall) lead members 

to neglect previous tiiendships; ~bhile those living alone are gcnerallq torceci to go 
, , 

outside of their household to see others". shared household members mat h a ~ c  ricn need 
. . ' 1  

to go elsewhere for social I~te '  

Neighbours 

Relationships \kith neighbours may also intluence moral boundaries of the household. A s  

shared household dwellings are general11 tilled to capaclt? kbith members ~ \ h o  are atten 

),oung adults. the potential for frequent and loud suc ia l i~~ng is great. Shared households 

have a reputation for being noisy to neighbours. Erin commented, hweke r .  that their 

, T 
'- In a 1978 survey, those I ~ k ~ n g  alone frequently euh~b~ted h~gher Iekelh ot "eutrdhouwhold" w c ~ d l  
connectedness than thow Ilklng w ~ t h  other5 (Al \ .c~n dnd C'onverw, 198$ ; 19) 
- Thls occurred ~n Alarn's study o f  a commune (Alam 1976 187) 



house was generally very quiet: "The neighbours complain that u3e don 't make enough 

noise, in a joking way. " indeed, approximately one half of those interviewed 

characterized their households as quiet. Larry. whose household was not so tame. 

believed in keeping lines of communication open with neighbours: 

For younger, single people who like to listen to music, its reallq, important to 
h a ~ ~ e  a good w~orking relationship tvirh jlour neighbours, right, you knorv, you 
h m e  to be considerate. All the neighbours sooner or later have some pary  or 
cranks it [the music]. But it is also really important thar these neighbours know, 
who rtse are and that thev can talk to us and ifthey've got any complaints about 
the noise or anything else, that we are easy to tulk to, and they can tell us tvhar's 
on their mind, so rtte are not in a situation where they are just going to arhitrariljj 
call the police. 

Again. household members may vary in their willingness to actively interact ~vith 

neighbours. 

Summary 

This chapter has dealt with the recruitment and integration of new members. having 

members leave. and dealing ~vith outsiders. Potential recruits are recognized by existing 

members as containers of potential behaviour. Boundaries of behaviour must then be 

expressed by both the household and the recruit during the recruitment process, in order 

to increase the likelihood of a successful integration into, and negotiation of, existing 

household behavioural norms. The process of learning how to negotiate appropriately 

takes work. and social and moral integration does not always take place. The turnover of 

members means that those involved in the negotiation of behavioural boundaries. and. 

consequently. the boundaries themselves. are always changing. Relationships to those 

outside the household unit, such as visitors. telephone callers, and neighbours also require 

some co-ordination of behavioural boundaries by household members. 



3. Communalitv and Conforrnitv 
What is to be Shared? 

Members of shared households often have v q i n g  ideas of what is or should be in fact 
- * 

shared. and to what extent. The sharing of physical living space is generally assumed. as 

in the use of kitchen and bathroom facilities. l i ~ i n g  room furniture and so on. But bvhat 

about items such as food, alcohol, toiletries. music tapes and CD's. books.-clothes. 

bicycles and \.chicles? Are costs of l i ~ i n g  shared? Do members combine money totvards 

food. utilities. and purchasing new household items'? H o y  are social e\.ents and 

activities, such as meals. entertaining. and going out together. or personal information 

and intimacy to be organized'? 

Intenietvees in this study indicated that their bedroom existed as their sole pri\.ate 

domain. In some cases locks are installed on bedroom doors. in order to ensure 

protection of belongings and privacy from other members and/or outsiders. All other 

rooms are considered public areas and are generally accessible to all members. and the 

use of space in these communal areas must be managed. The overall floor space per 

member may be limited. Yet. as noted by Corbett in her study of student housing. "A 

feeling of spaciousness may not be merely a function of square footage, but rather a 

function of the number of activities ~vhich a space bvill accommodate"( 1973 :4 18). A 

house design with an open l i ~  ing plan would require a higher degree of compatibility in 

the activities performed by each member than a design in which a greater number of 

separate common areas exists. 

Working around each other's activities may be a matter of time management. Accessing 

the laundry or kitchen facilities. for example. takes some co-ordination in determining the 

patterns of others. and scheduling for the bathroom in the morning may be structured to 

the minute. creating situations where the slightest inconsistency causes a delay. Very 

often. people's living patterns are taken into account during the inteniew process. so that 



use of facilities is carefully scheduled. For example. Joyce stated that she preferred 

roommates who bathe at night, so that she would have the bathroom free in the morning. 

Certain activities are more intrusive than others. Listening to music or watching 

television tends to dominate aural space and sets the tone of activities possible in that 

place at that time. "He '11 rt~atch TI.: play guitar, and listen to the stereo at the same time. 

And its like completely unneming for me. " Dan complained. Conflicts over taste in TV 

programs and music may occur. but i t  is generally accepted that those who initiate the 

activity have first choice over the form it wi l l  take. The households of Gregoq-. Janet 

and Michael relegate TVs and stereos to bedrooms. ~vhile Erin's household has t ~ v o  li\,ing 

rooms. TVs and stereos. an arrangement which allo~vs for an increased variability of 

usage. In L w ' s  household, TVs and video cassette recorders may be brought into or 

out of a communal area for specific t e m p o r q  purposes. While members are expected to 

be considerate about not making undue noise while others are sleeping. the sound created 

by simply walking about, flushing the toilet. or making something to eat may be 

disturbing. as may be the cries of a baby. Different noises bother different people; Betty 

is irritated by the vibrating bass of music, while Erin uses music for sound cover: 

We '1-e  greed that Ifwe have anybo&, - fwbe are entertaining mybody that w.e 
~ ~ o u l d  play music, because she says she 'd be able to hear the condom unwmppecf. 
m d  anj~thing, anything, became she s right there, i t 's  like she might as well he in 
the room. 

Peter stated: 

The onlv thing bothers me is the stepping back and-forth oj'Gregon: hecausr 
there is an impatience. Its the mood ( f i t .  ,Voise don't bother me... as long as the 
mood is good, I can sleep. * 

Odors, in the form of cooking food, perfumes or uncleanliness may also be intrusive. as 

Joyce pointed out. 

Furniture may be supplied by one or more individual house members and is shared. The 

same applies to decorative items. When a member has a new item or some change they 



wish to introduce into the communal area, prior consultation may or may not take place 

The change may or may not be accepted by others on the basis of factors such as adequate 

space, the quality of the new item compared to a similar esisting item. potential temtorial 

d u e .  aesthetic value. moral value or often a simple lack of interest. As well. in 

Michael's household: 

I t7  hux-e the veto rule [hut ifsomething offintis ~,ozc, ~ , o u  h u ~ ~  the right to h~n. t~  ir 
removed. For emrnple. Jesus rr,ith peurls H t .  had (1 C'hrisriun roommure who 
thought thur W.T of,Gnsi\v, so u,e rook the peurls c$' .\.o big tie~11. . . [although] 
we make cle~ir to people when the>. move in thur the generul trppeorunce is not 
goin,g to ch~lnge. 

In some cases. a change or addition is made ~vithout consultation. creating 3 situation 

~vhere e\.entual acceptance or rejection may take place. .A11 intemie~vees were aware of 

the risks the? take in that any item they have offered up for communal use may be 

broken. lost or damaged by others. Determining responsibility for such losses when i t  is 

not \,olunteered may be difficult, as is calculating and enforcing restitution in the form of 

an apology anit'or repair or replacement. The usual consensus is to reliain from sharing 

espensive or irreplaceable items, a strategy which unfortunately leads to furnishings of 

low qualit>.. (>pitied by Gregory as: "Eusr Cirncow.tjr B L I L . ~  . - l I I q ,  De11c.w" 

The sharing of utilities. such as heat. hot water, and telephone must also be negotiated. 

Members may vary in the level of heat required for their comfort, ~vhile maintaining 

enough hot water for all to bathe may be problematic. Having to wait for some period 

before the telephone is free for use may be inconvenient, so some houses ha\,e two or 

more private lines. Intemiewees were very aware of the potential for ex-members to 

leave owing money for utilities, p,uticularly for long-distance telephone charges. Peter 

refused to get a telephone for this reason, while Erin's household made it  a requirement 

for members to bill long distance charges to individual members' calling cards. 



Sharing Attitudes: a Family or a Hotel? 

Thus far the discussion has focused on sharing externally detined space. resources. 

facilities and utilities. which generally comprise minimum requirements any shared 

household. "Sharing can be simply co-presence: occupying the same room or space 

without any spoken acknowledgment of the other's presence"(.4hrentzt.n 1989:siv). At 

the other end of the spectrum. one ma!. share one's self: participate in group activities. 

share experiences. bond ~vi th other members and feel like one socially belongs to the 

household. The estended famil!. model is most often cited in characterizing this le\,el of 

communality. Kanter notes that "... 'family' is a metaphor for a qualit). in relationships - 

supportit.e. sentimental. warm. Io>al. self-disclosing - regardless of the kinds of ties and 

kinds of people nho  share the feelings"( 1979: 1 16). Indeed. many inten iewees used the 

term themsel\es. holding i t  as some sort of ideal which ma?. be more or less atta~nahle. 

The \.an.ing degrees to which this attitude is held 17!. members may hring about a great 

deal of  conflict.-.-Is Peter recounted: 

At the crpposite estreme. the phrase that often arises is 'doing my oL\n thing'. esplained 

by Dan and then by Gregory: 



The moti\.ation and expectations that members bring intu the situation int!uence the 
C 

extent to kvhich the? participate. Those bvho acknonledgc the ob\inus financial benefits 

and )et are also moti~ated b) the social potentid often xtempt to d e ~ e l o p  fad! intlmate 

relatlonshlps ~bith other members In the~r  stud) of communes. Rrnun mci Brn\\n 

identif? the fmner  attitude to be 'monist'. \shere emphas~s is on the ahitit). of the group 

as a whole to meet the needs of members and a high degree of communalit! is pracriced 

( lO77:-ll6). The mo\.ement of goods and senices betneen household members is 

perfomled in an manner of generalized reciprocit? : an? ~mbalance. whethcr tempor- or 

permanent. is perce~\ed to hind members together "The strength o f 3  communal 

relationship can be thought of in terms ot'the costs one ~ ( ~ u l d  he \billing to bear to benetit 

the other. Phe strongcr the relatinnsh~p. the greater costs (Jnc \ b i l l  incur to meet the 

other's necds nithnut esactlng spccitic repa?ment"(C'tarh and C'hrisman IW4:79) .  

People \chn take part in shared housing sirnpl? because the! cannot afford their arm 

~~ccommndation often look at i t  as a necessar)i. and onl) temporary e ~ , i l ,  and d e ~ e l o p  onl: 

minima1 relationships %ith others. such as in a rooming h t w x  or hotel. These 'pluralists' 

t ; ~ u s  on the importance of indi~iduals' independence - 'doing their own thing' (Bronn 

and Elrunm l973:J 16). The? are primarily self-interested. and enter into as fen 

transactions as possible. Those propunents o f a  min~rnalist \\orking relationship may 

gra\,itate directly to the exchange rule and indirect reciprocit),. "The?.  bill only do things 

for the other if they anticipate being repaid or in response to benetits given to them in the 

pastM(Vlark and Chrisman 1982:84). Shared household members adhering to this 

philosophy may attempt to refuse goods or senices offered b? other roommates. thcreh) 

2 4 In one study ot a commune ~t Lcas tounci that puttmg more energy Into ~ c t ~ \ ~ t ~ e h  outh~cir ot and 
unrelated to the commune e\sent~al l )  turned ~t Into A b o a r d ~ n g h ~ w w  to w h ~ h  the) returned dl n ~ g h t  to sleep 
(Brown dnd Brown 1971 26.5) 



avoiding any need for repayment. A constant eye is kept on the level of parity so as to 

both avoid doing more than necessary and to also avoid being in debt to another. They 

avoid the gift and the ties that it creates." 

Those anticipating a communal type relationship most often initiate it by attempting to 

establish communal norms. These members are more likely to contribute time and effort 

to the household during this initial 'honeymoon period'.'h Clark and Chnsman suggest 

that as relationships become more established. members are less vigilant about their own 

and others' violations of the communal rule. thus the boundary moves from a communal 

ideal towards an exchange rule ( 1982:82). While this may be an overall trend. I would 

argue that fluctuations occur over time. As well. while it would appear that most 

members tend to be either monist or pluralist. one may vacillate between these extremes 

depending on individual or household mood. One period may encourage inward-looking 

behaviour and endogamous interaction in the household. At other times the mood may be 

outward-looking. where members go elsewhere for social life. Nor are these attitudes 

necessarily mutually exclusive; it is most likely that tension between commitment and 

responsibility to the group and the desire for freedom and abtcnomy for oneself always 

exists. Both household and individual interests must be reconciled. '4s pragmatic 

concerns are favoured over ideological visions. members will leave if their individual 

needs are not met (Raimy 1979: 148: Kanter 1972: 167). 

7 < 
- To illusti-ate the distinction. lets say that two members of a shared household. John and Allan. are 
typically monist and pluralist. respect~vely. John would be more likely to wash all the dishes (with little 
regard to who dirtied them) in order to tidy the area and benefit the group as a whole. As he is primarily 
concerned with his own needs, Allan, on the other hand. would tend to wash only his own. Allan also ma! 
not be appreciative if John washes Allan's dishes; Allan may find himself forced into a position in which 
he must now wash John's dishes in order to avoid 'owing' John a favour. 
'' This is to be distinguished from Zablocki's 'golden age'. in which members of a newly-formed 
commune briefly experience the benefits of total individual freedom (Zablocki, in Kanter 1973: 145). 
While this feeling may take place when a shared household is initially created. the consistent turnover of 
members means that the major@ of shared household members join an existing household rather than 
form one. Consequently. recruits are very aware of moving into an informal structure that inhibitstheir 
freedom to some extent. 



v 
.4s would be expected. members who have lived in shared households for some time 

generally appeared to be much more aware of communal responsibilities and social 

potential than newer or more transient members who were intewiewed. In particular, 

those members who founded their owm shared households tended to have a monist 

orientation. with a greater level of commitment to the project. and higher expectations 

(see Kanter 1973: 100). L w .  Michael. Betty and Peter were each not only the founding 

members of their households. but also the eldes; members. with the longest history in 

shared household living. Despite the presence of older people in shared housing. the 

majority of members still appear to be young adults. with limited economic resources 

and relatively transitory lifestyles. 

.<. 

Promoting Household Identity: Making it a House Thing 

Shared activities may be spontaneous or pre-arranged. Watching TV. preparing and 

eating food. entertaining guests or simply conversing. doing extra-household activities 

and so on can be turned into a social event that brings members of the household 

together. Indeed. some activiti s appear ritualistic in their repetition and form. for j 
example. bringing home coffee or other drinks from the local cafe. making a special 

dessert for everyone. choosing and watching a video or particular TV program. playing 

cards nightly. As the level of communality in most households ebbs and flows over time. 

these rituals,serve to generate a sense of togetherness that may be otherwise lacking in 

certain periods. Members may intentionally organize an activity to improve household 

morale; dinners and parties may be either focused inwards to house members or outwards 

to enlist guests to help to repair the household morale. 'Making it a house thing' is a 

phrase ofien used in such circum~tances. '~ Indeed. some households give themselves 

names. such as 'The Hillbilly Hotel'. or 'The House of Orange'. which symbolically 

express or involve the desired communal spirit. The process of recruiting a z e w  member 

may be ritualistic in form. and also helps the household members to reconnect with one 

7 - - As in Kanter's study of urban communes, "(t)hey refer to thew living arrangements as a "house." as in 
"house meeting." or "friend of the house" (a h e n d  of everyone's), or "I'm taking my house out for 
dinner.""(1979.1 11) The house is seen to be a location where social interaction takes place. Indeed. the 
interaction may become inseparable with the location. Also see Kanter 1973:404. 



another by requiring re-articulation of shared values and expectations. By reinforcing a 

symbolic boundary between the household and the outside. the perceived differences 

between individual selves are lessened. 

Just as the preparation and eating of food plays a central role in traditional family forms. 

the potential exists for shared households to develop this aspect of  household life into a 

means of cohesion (Warde and Hetherington 1994; Kanter 1979: 1 17). Dan sensed this in 

his household: 

If,llan und I u,ould consent, I think Christinu would like, you know, u sit-down * 
furnil)' meul every night.  sher re w HYIUIJ sit down und tulk about our duy und 
stuf l ike thut. 

Participants' households ranged in food-sharing patterns: buying and consuming 

separately; buying separately but sharing occasionally; buying separately but sharing 

consistently; and buying together and eating together. Again. forms are related to 

household atmosphere and to perceptions of reciprocity: shifts often take place over time. 

as Janet pointed out: 

We used to .split the bill three w q s ,  und then there was u - Jonuthun [Janet's 
child] consumed .so much fbod at one point thur Diane [Janet's roommate] just 
jlipped out because there was no bagels in the house, and no juice. .so now we 
each h m e  our own cupboard und we buy our own.food. .4nd then itsjust worked 
out ut dinner times that somebody just makes dinner,for the whole house. and 
e v e ~ b o d y  tukes turns muking dinner, and e ~ w y b o d v  contributes,fbod ut dinner 
time. 

Sharing Consumables: Borrowing or Stealing? 

Communal eating map also exist within a subgroup of the household. a practice which if 

consistently practiced tends to undermine the coherence of the household as a whole. 

When food is bought separately. sharing may take place through explicit offers of one or 

more items at a particular time or a blanket offer for shanng any time. A member may 

also request something from another, or simply take it. perhaps assuming that if the 

ou;ner were present. they would respond positively. In this case. an explicit offer is not 
\ 

made. yet the consumption of one's food by another is expected to be condoned to some 



extent. As Peter and Erin explained, within certain bounds. it may be perceived by the 

owner and taker to be simply "borrowing". where the assumption is that it will balance 

out eventually. either through replacement or through "borrowing" in the opposite 

direction. Just as behaviour regulation in shared households tends to be negatively 

oriented. members often borrow from one another until explicitly told not to ... where 

perception on behalf of the owner shifts towards a more negative view of the act: 

'stealing'. 

This process may take place with respect to all consumable items. not only food. Dan 

explained: 

Yeah. I mooch on Christina's soap, because she's got great soup, she '.s got all 
this great, like apricot, orange - it smells so good, you know!. And I gave her - the 
other day .she wigged out about something - this wus a couple of'w-eehs ugo - I 
gave herfive bucks for soap, so . .  

Borrowers may initiate their own admission of culpability. or they may not admit it even 

under direct questioning. The more members in the household. the more difficult it may 

be to determine blame when something goes missing. Rumours can circulate. In Peter's 

household. "there ' s  u l~z~~ys . food  missing. K'e know it '.s tirego?, everyone ugrees that 

Gregon  ' s  drinking u11 his [welfare] cheque. " Acts of theft may be symbolic. as well. as 

Peter noted: "It'.s a l ~ t q s  u meuning to things that disuppeur. j,ou know. Gregor?; steu1.r 

to hurt people. " 

Often the only way to get a sense of who is a consistent borrower is to observe any 

changes that take place when a member is absent for some time. or leaves the household. 

More generally. members who find items missing either become more explicit in definirfg 

their personal boundaries and may attempt to convince others to follow their lead. simply 

ignore the problem. or shift their boundaries to include borrowing from others in return. 

I t  is difficult to establish a household consensus in sharing food. People have different 

ideas about what is shareable and what is not. and how to manage their sense of 



reciprocity. For example. noticing that some of the eggs one purchased are missing. a . 

member may feel justified in using someone else's milk. thus righting the imbalance. 

However. the owner of the milk may value milk over eggs. or may not have been the one 

who took the eggs at all, and therefore feel inhnged upon. It is difficult to determine 

parity. Erin stated: "Its,fairly lax. I mean you can borrow milk and so forth. and sofar 

there hasn 't been anyproblems. " Both those with a greater or lesser sense of collective 

responsibility may borrow anonymously, the distinction being that those doing their own 

thing may be less likely to be concerned with providing for others in return. 

Even when not sharing food at meals. the process of preparing and eating at the same 

time and place can be a opportunity for conversation as well. which. again. may be more 

or - in Gregory's'case - less desirable: 

.b[v own philosophy is that one way to share the resources in the house is,for 
diferent people to use them at d~flerent times, and so when I know that there's a 
group of them down there, working in the kitchen. (just leave them to it. LZ lot of 
the time, and I wait for them to be finished, and then I'II go down and use it. ~f I 
need to. Contrariwise. Peter comes upji-om his basement when there are people 
there andjust sort of hangs around in the kitchen looking for companionship, and 
so we have diametrically opposed approaches to what happens, and then o f  
course people tend to get hungry around the same time of d w .  

This kind of temporal segregation rises with the increase in animosity between members. 

as in Dan's household: 

I don 't like Alan. Like. the less I see ofthut guy the better. Like he keeps drflerent 
hours than me, so we don't correspond very much. .4nd that's just fine. I f  l ' m  
laying in bed, I'II wait for Alan to get up. I'll wait until after ten o'clock when 
Alan leaves, because Ijust don't want to, you know, deal with him, get in his way. 
or even talk to the guy. And when Christina - I try not to be home at like six 
o'clock when Christina gets home, because she gets home fiom work, you know, 
und she's kind of weird about, I don't know, ulwqsj?eaking out about her job 
and stuff: so.. 



I t  has also been suggested by Larry that segregation may increase animosity. 

[In situations where] . . .  the other person is,just an acquaintance that they bump 
into in the btchen.. .. I think those [households] are a lor more open to having 
d~yiculties, and, you know, house meeting uflairs and stuff  like that, because they 
are so insular. 

In each of households involving subjects interviewed for this study there existed 

members on both sides of the spectrum. M e r e  the majority in the household wanted to 

minimize communal relations. there was an absence of group pressure. in the sense that 

there was no real group cohesion. Household participation thus simply fell to the lowest 

common denominator. and the minority had little choice but to follow suit. and live 

individualistically. Where the majority wanted to maximize common activities. however. 

group pressure is oriented towards participation. towards creating and contributing to 

communal life. This is similar to communes in that friction between members arises over 

how involved and present everyone is (Kanter 1973:406). The minority in this case may 

be swayed by others and join in. or stay separate and be an outsider. as in Dan's case: 

I went in there and I brought my own toothpaste, right, and he took it dorvnstairs 
.3nd he '.s like " W'ell. we share toothpaste", and all this stuff: like this, unci I 'm 
like. " We;Il, I don't, so. " 

In Erin's household. a member chose not to participate in communal responsibilities. 

such as interviewing potential members and group cleaning activities. 

cte just said it 's not worth the battle, because he 's a good roommate beyond 
everything else. He doesn 't make a mess and he keeps to himselfpretty much - 
not that thut necessarily makes a good roommate, hut he 's pleasunt to he uround, 
and [so] we give him a bit of grace. 

One simply learns to live with it. knowing that eventually that person will leave the 

household. In Peter and Gregory's household. however, Gregory was pressured to leave 

becawe he constantly avoided socializing with others and made the other members feel 

uncomfortable. As described earlier. this particular situation escalated into a struggle 

over control of the house, and even minor physical confrontations. 



Outsiders 

As Larry pointed out." . . .  eveybody in the situation also has to have reasonable social 

skills, you know. The outcast is going to he an outcast no matter where [he] is. " 

Those who have difficulties maintaining adequate social relations in general are likely to 

have the most difficulty sharing living space (Neil 1990:24). Again. as boundaries of 

behaviour are generally figured in negative terms, any behaviour deemed to be outside 

the realm of what is considered acceptable is in fact often the only means by which 

acceptable behaviour is explicitly articulated. '4s Zablocki notes in his study of 

communes "By his unwillingness to obey the norms of the group. the outcast provides a 

way in which these norms can be defined and be made concrete to the other 

members."(1980:140) The term 'outcast'. however. neglects the bearer of such a label's 

own initiative in adopting this position: "... while it is clear that groups use deviants as 

scapegoats in order to create solid boundaries. little is said about the persons who 

\,olunteer for the role of deviant by breaking a rule or speaking out against group 

consensus in order to obtain attentionW(McMillan and Chavis 1986:9). This does not 

necessarily mean that only one member may be deviant; it is possible that different 

members may be outsiders in different ways. for example, by not participating in social 

activities or not doing their share of cleaning. As well. outsider status may be 

alternatively placed upon various members. depending on the mood of and cohesion 

between others. 

/' 

This process of scapegoating may be structural, as noted by Gregory. who had occupied 

this position: 

. .. there 's ojten somebody that's on the bottom rung of the ladder and is being 
pressured to move out by the other people and its sort of - its an ongoing process. 
U'hen one person moves out ojten enough the attention shifis to mother. and that 
person starts to be pressured. 

I t  may be that the greater the number of members. the more likely an outsider will be 

tolerated; with a smaller group, deviant behaviour appears more likely to disrupt group 

cohesion. 



Expressing Norms: Rules or No Rules? 

Worms may be expressed in the form of rules. guidelines. or simply as 'the way that we 

do it here.' As communal households tend to stress negotiated rather than 

institutionalized norms. shifts in what is deemed normal or deviant behaviour are 

constantly taking place. Shared households generally govern themselves in an anarchistic 

fashion. As Kanter states. "naive anarchism is essentially a personal means of group 

regulation. relying on intimacy and mutual tolerance and bound together only bq 

members' knowledge of one another's behaviour. moods and preferences. 

Understandings are tacit rather than formally statedq'(Kanter. 1973:280). "It  is a kind of 

disorder in which it is assumed that decisions will be made spontaneously uhen  needed. 

that individuals with good intentions will adjust their behaviour to co-operate with one 

another. and that no formal rules. structures or leaders are necessq."(Kanter 1973:279) 

-7 

Dan maintains that in his household. 

there's no rules set down. That's ~ , h j ,  1 kind ofliked the itleu qf'rnoving in there. 
because, j'ou know, 1 don 't purticulurl~~ like living in (1 home u,ith u hunch of' 

rules 

Similarly. Janet states: 

F'e just go rr*ith the jlow. Ever)hodv does what t h q ,  vkmt. /J'j,ozi leuve j w r  shirr 
on the corrch, you leave j90ur shirt on the corrch. lf'it gets in s o r n e h o ~ ~ ~ ' . ~  E V L J ~ . ,  it 
gets throux upstairs or thrown tiownstairs. 

d 
Kanter argues that communes functioning through a form of naive anarchism must 

develop some structure, with clear expectations. roles and rules, in order to survive past 

the 'honeymoon' period. Communitas. the spontaneous, emotion-laden feeling of 

belonging together is unpredictable and unreliable as a foundation for group living 

(Kanter 1979: 1 27).28 A consistent turnover of members may to some extent serve to 

maintain spontaneity and communitas in shared households. Commitment to the house. 

28 This is derived from the work of Victor Turner, in which he contrasts communitas. with it's emphasis on 
spontaneity, immediacy. "existence", and personal relationships, with structure. based on roles. rules, 
custom and obligations (Turner 1969: 1 19- 1 13). 



in terms of cleaning shared spaces or increasing social interaction. is often renewed with 

the addition of a new roommate. 

Elaboration of household structure does often take place over time. as Ga l .  Even in 
I 

instances where subjects denied the existence of a structured set of rules. it became 

apparent through the course of most interviews that many rules. at least in the minds of 

the intexviewees (more so in those of senior members of shared households) did in fact 

exist. and were enforced. Michael denied that there were any specific rules. although 

through the interview it became obvious that many did exist. and were labeled as rules: 

no smoking, no TV, stereo. or books in the living room. no m~iting notes, one must get 

permission from other members for guests staying more than one night. one must do 

more than simply one's own dishes. and no doing laundry early in the morning. 

Again. as behavioural boundaries are figured negatively. all behaviour is permitted except 

that defined as inappropriate (Kanter, 1973:279). In shared households most rules are 

implied rather than explicit. I t  is questionable that all members are aware of each other's 

rules - that there are shared understandings and clear expectations; one wouldn't 

necessarily know that a rule exists until a boundary is crossed and it is broken. As long 

as everyone's behaviour conforms, the thought behind the behaviour will rarely be 

communicated. Even then. depending on the context, unless one is identified as having 

been at fault, discussion of the offense may never take place. When a member has been 

offended and the offender cannot be identified, she can announce to all through various 

means (see section on communication) the occurrence of the offense. If the offender can 

be identified. she still may not want to confront the person with the issue, when, for 

example she thinks it is not that important, if she feels awkward in any confrontation, if 

she is concerned with being perceived as being controlling, or if she has some general 

interpersonal problem with that particular member. 

Some members assume that if they hear no direct complaints about their behaviour, they 

are not offending anyone, whereas other members may simply not want to raise the issue. 



Adherence to those rules that are shared may vary from member to member. With a 

fairly high turnover of members, as well, one continually encounters people whose 

experiences have predisposed them to perceive and behave in certain ways. New 

members must learn the ways of the established memhers, and continuing negotiation of 

these rules means that they are always evolving. as Larry pointed out: 

In the case o f a  house where there's just three or four orJive people living 
together - unless jlott are willing to make ),our set of rules that thorough, that 
good and that ulell thought out - chances are the set of rules jtou'\,e got are going 
to have a number o f l a w s  in them: either won't be fair, or they won't be 
enforceable, or )+*hen a person doesn't abide by them there's no disciplinar?* code. 
or rr3hatever else, right. So hence this is all to s q v  that I think in ),our merage 
three person shared arrangement a system of rttles isn't going to go too$ar. I f  
people can't just sort of mutuallj- come to accept and respect each other's sr)le yf 
living, then u piece cfpaper with a-few rules \r.ritten dolrn on it isn ' I  going to pet 
j'ott ven, fur. 

The denial of rules in general is associated with the denial of authority. Who kvould 

develop these rules, and to what extent could they be negotiated by new members once 

they have been uritten doun? Junior members were not interested in moving into a pre- 

existing system of rules. and some senior members. although recognizing the need for 

more structure for the good of the household as a whole, were often hesitant in assuming 

the accompanying position of power. Egalitarian ideals also persist. Thus. a gap exists 

between those norms considered important enough to have rules associated with them. 

and those which aren't. Betty discussed how one member may think it worthwhile to 

bring up for discussion their thoughts on keeping the shower curtain open or closed. or 

leaving the bath mat on the floor or draped over the edge of the tub. while another 

member would consider it too trivial. In these cases, one would be hard-pressed to 

describe the adhesion to a particular method to be a rule. perhaps. in part, because i t  

seems too unimportant to enforce. One may still feel pressure, however. as Gregory 

noted: ". . .so I 'm \violating the precepts yfthis ulternati\ve household bj, huving the 

audaci?. to listen to CBC rudio Listen to the CBC' radio - i t 's just too right \ring. ' '  



Cleaning: Mess Thresholds and Cleaning Systems 

Dan declared: "Like $the place is dirr): clean it, and f i t s  not. jvori know. " Most 

participants in this study adhered to this anarchistic approach to cleaning shared houses. 

Each member had his or her own patterns of behaviour. and while they intersect at 

various points, they do not simply converge. With respect to dishwashing, one may only 

do her own dishes and put fruit and vegetable waste in the compost bucket; another may 

do everyone's dishes at once plus clean the counter and stove area, but leave organic 

waste on the counter to be disposed outside at a later date. and yet another may do all the 

dishes but only occasionally. and throw organic waste in the garbage. Movement 

between washing only one's own and washing evevone's dishes may take place 

depending on the perceived parity of chore sharing and one's sense of communal 

responsibility . Members' behaviours may vary widely in their response to chore 

requirements; work gets done. but rarely in the same manner and even more rarely with 

the same accompanying meanings. As noted by Erin: 

The thing that happens bvhen e t * e ~ h o d y  does their own dishes - nobody does 
~~nyth ing  else. The stove never gets wiped, j'ou know,, all the rest oj'it, so if 
doesn 't w'ork. <. 

L q ' s  household did not develop a structured cleaning system. although he had a well- 

delveloped sense of the issues involved. In his view. two types of chores in housecleaning 

exist: those concerning personal responsibilities (i.e. cleaning up after one's self. doing 

one's own dishes. tidying one's own space, etc.), and those concerning shared 

responsibilities (cleaning the common tloor, taking out the garbage. etc.): 

One ke)' thing is to delineate whatus an acceptable mess level for most people - 
because this is where it ofren breaks down bemeen housemates, is that people 
hmte different - call it mess thresholds. $you will. 

The level of a member's threshold relative to others' to some extent can determine how 

much cleaning he or she will be required to do. Often it becomes a waiting game, where 

those members who can wait the longest for someone else to do the cleaning win. as in 

Gregory's household: 



One nice thing about sharing with these women actually is that they keep it clean. 
I do it tvhen I see - when I see something that looks like its dirty to me. and I clean 
it too, hut I hardly ever have to do that, because they are ahead of me. 

Those members with lower 'mess thresholds' are forced to either clean more than their 

fair share, or to shift their own preferences to a lower standard. In this way. the level of 

cleanliness in shared households has a tendency to move towards the lowest common 

denominator. This may happen even when a cleaning system regulates parity. 

The nest concern is determining. within a reasonable degree. that each person is doing 

their proportionate amount of shar onsibilities. As a common perception among 

members is that they often feel th e doing more than their fair share. L q  

explained that sometimes the on1 e measure is to note a change in mess level 

once a member is absent for a period of time. Just as it is difficult to place responsibility 

for mess. it can be difficult to get recognition for cleaning; i t  may not even be readily 

apparent that any cleaning takes place. 

Sometimes roommates have their own cookware and dishes and are responsible for 

cleaning these. but dirty dishes still look like dirty dishes. so responsibilities are 

delineated but mess thresholds may not necessarily correspond. One tactic is to limit the 

amount of cooking/seningware so that one is forced to wash everything regularly in 

order to have clean items for use. 

Often a roommate will have a preference for doing a particular chore: washing dishes, 

cleaning the bathroom, or vacuuming, etc. The initiative that Michael's roommate took 

in completing one task was perceived as balancing out her lack of attention to other 

chores. In Joyce's household: 

It's actually worked out that she [Joyce's roommate] does all the vacuuming and 1 
do everything else, which I 'm not all that sure, you know how fair it is, but so jur 
so good. 



The departure of a member may leave a gap in this loosely organized and implicitly 

defined system. This was particularly obvious in Dan's case: 

. . . the thing was the person who moved in before me was a cleaning person, and 
she - . .  . the cleanji-eak bugged them, bur I think thar rhey realized that this person 
was cleaning the whole house for them, and she lefr, so I moved in, and all of a 
sudden, you know, there are a lot ofthings in the house that aren't getting 
cleaned and stuff like that. I think it w8as more looked ur us like, all qf'a sudden 
eveg-thing 's messy, like I 'm messy Bur 1 wasn't. 

Michael put it this way: 

We are pretQ3 anarchistic in our approach in that evevone is responsible d l  of' 
the rime, and everjone can clean whenever rhey want, and its also e v e ~ h c < ~ " s  
responsibility to monitor their own feelings and to tell people when they are not 
happy with the way things are happening. And that's it, and there are no lists. 
there are no rules, there are no rotations or spec~fic chores that speczfic people 
do, although some people have assumed certain things. Like we have one 
roommate rc3ho just loved to vacuum all the time, and it w.usfine, and we just 1t.r 
her ~1o not mtrch else, because she liked vacuuming und it was gre~zt 

More formalized systems do exist. as in Erin's household: 

Basicallv the rt~a>v it works is there is a calendar sj,stem - where there is u 
~.ulendar in the kitchen, and Ifyou do any common housekeeping, anything like 
cleaning the washroom, the living room, washing the dishes, -you kvrite it down on 
the calendar. That wmay its not imposed upon you wthen and where juu do the 
housecleaning, bur Ifsomeone sees that )?ou haven't done housecleaning in tr 
couple of'weeks, t h q  're going to go "He)'", you knotv. "majlbe you could like 
pull )'our weight a little more around here. " sort of'rhing. E\'eybo& hut Juy 
participates in that, and that's OK. Jay doesn't make much of'a mess, and he 
chooses not to participate, and thar [system] uctuallv w*orks quire wvll. 

The mirror image to this system is the 'shame chart'. noting the date. what the problem 

was, who did it, and the consequences or repercussions. Another alternative is a ~veekly 

or bi-weekly cleaning schedule that rotates. so that members are responsible for 

alternating chores. For those who can afford it. maid senice is a possibility as well.2q 

29 Members may have conflicting philosophies concerning cleaning up: for example, clean up after one's 
self and leave nothing in other people's way, or leave mess around which others can move or clean if they 
desire. 



Some sense of communitas generally improves commitment to cleaning. In Erin's 

household: 

one of the things that is nice is i f  there '.F u hunch o f ' r r s  ur home und someone 
sturts cleaning up, ever jh4v  gets into il so the whole house gets clruntd up w i ~ h  
u group <fort. Its un infectious sort ofthinkg 

'The cleaning issue is often the primary cause of conflict in shared households. Even 

when a system is agreed upon by all members. negotiation of cleaning behaviour 

continues to take place. Rather than simply being an issue of different standards of 

cleanliness. the political context may dramatically intluence the positions the members 

take. Whose mess threshold will prevail. and whose perception of parity in cleaning bvil l  

become the accepted norm'? As Kanter notes, "proponents of "clean" and "neat" are also 

proponents of collective responsibility. Those who are messy tend to resist order and 

deny the legitimacy of collective demands" (Kanter 1979: 1 19)'" Should one member 

make a declaration about wanting it cleaner. it can be seen as a po\\er move as hell as 

commitment to the household in general(Kanter 1979: 120). 

Summary 
-f 3 

Not onlybre use of household items. facilities and space negotiated. but also the extent to 

\vhich house \ old behaviour is socially active. and group oriented. The tension bet\veen 

commitment to the household and autonomy for one's self must constantly be reconcilsd. 

both at an individual and a group level. Certain spcial acti~ities. such as eating together. 

s e n e  to promote a household identity. Some members. however. may not participate in 

household social life or in specific communal behavioural patterns. establishing 

themselves as an outsider 

Maintaining conformity in such an atmosphere of negotiation is problematic. Norms of 

behaviour generally remain unexpressed, and are left for each member to determine. in an 

anarchistic fashion. The existence of household rules is often denied. although i t  is likely 

10 Douglas argues that 'dirt', or mess, is essentially d~sorder (Douglas 1966:'). 



that each member has her omn rules, her o u n  boundaries of household behaviour that she 

would not want transgressed by others. Expression of rules generally takes place only 

when they have been broken. 

Norms of cleaning behaviour are particularl> contentious. E ~ e n  when explicitly 

structured cleaning systems are established by members. adherence to them may be poor. 



4. Influence and Communication 
This chapter is concerned with the construction of household norms and rules. Members 

with varying histories. approaches and interests come together to negotiate the form 

household norms will take. Political processes determine what becomes natural - -how 

things are done'. Social behaviour is interpreted and boundaries are constantly being re- 

negotiated. Despite often espousing egalitarian ideals. participants generally recognized 

that a hierarchy of pouer existed. that some members had more influence over the group 

than others. These members are often concerned with the benefit of the group as a whole. 

and rely on this for some justification. but are still self-interested in terms of putting forth 

their o u n  standards of behaviour as a model. 

On the other hand. some members are more concerned with avoiding others' influences. 

and contest the legitimacy of such authority. .As McMillan and Chavis point out. 

influence is a bi-directional concept. A member must believe that he has some influence 

over the group in order to belong. to identifi with. to be recognized and to make a 

difference. while inversely. the group must influence individual members in order to 

develop cohesiveness ( 1986: 1 1 I." Erin stated that they let the group change with the 

new person. the new person with the group. 

Often decisions regarding household norms are simply made by those involved at the 

moment. or those who take the initiative. and they may or may not be contested. Some 

assume that if they are not told that it is a problem. that it is fine with everyone. that they 

ha\.e been given tacit consent. House meetings generally arise when it is percei\,ed that 

As McM~llan and Chav~s  note. ' consensual val~datlon research demonstrates that the force toward 
unlformlt) IS transactional - that i t  comes from the person as well as from the group n u s .  unlform and 
conform~ng behav~our lnd~cates that a o u p  IS operating to consensuall~ val~date ~ t s  members as well as to 
create group norms "(McM~llan and C h a m  1986 l I )  



there may be different views. or when conflicts have already arisen that have not been 

resolved by the individuals involved. As Janet described: 

.Vast [decisions] are made together, or it '5 just common sense. / mean if- 
something happens instead of calling evevhody together to muke a decision 
about it, you just do it. [People] take it upon themselves. 

The emphasis on negotiation and egalitarian ideal means that the most important and 

explicit decisions should be made as a group rather than by one individual. Group 

decisions may take place at anns length. where a note is placed with a suggestion and 

others comment in written form. or through a face-to-face discussion. generally referred 

to as a house meeting. The house meeting may be spontaneous. when evecone.  or at 

least the majority of members is at home. or planned for a future date for members to 

attend. The anticipation of confrontations at future house meetings can be anxiety- 

producing in certain members. so in some households, such as Erin's. discussions are 

spontaneous (see also Kanter 1979: 128) Inteniewees held opposing views in the calling 

of meetings: for Larry. the formal house meeting is a forum that is necessary only when 

members don't communicate enough through daily interaction. while for Michael. it 

becomes necessary when members have spent too much time together and have 

consequently developed problems. They can be useful in discussing behaviour prior to it 

becoming a real problem. or. as Betty pointed out. to discuss problems some time after 

they have been encountered. when emotions are lower. 

Influence: Being Responsible or Going Mad with Power? 

Because house meetings revolve around resolving group concerns. more committed 

members tend to he the initiators. These participants try to make sure that evepone is 

happy. that everqone is allowed a voice. and that consensus is achie\.ed in decision 
+ 

making.32 In some cases the meeting may simply be a forum for one to influence others 

;- - The search for consensus ma! be problematic In Itself. as the issue must be phrased loosel~  enough for 
~ n d ~ v ~ d u a l s  to Interpret. (as a general pollc? statement for example) thus encompassme all concerns. and 
>et  conclsel!, enough to lmlt md~v~dua l  mterpretatlons that ma! confllct In practice I e uhatever 
statement 1s declded upon msofar as ~t IS denved from language I S  symbol~c. and u111 most Ilkel! have 



or to gain their consent for some action rather than to come to any true group-originated 

decision. As Zablocki notes with respect to communes: "... there are always not one but 

two worlds of collective decision making: an overt. formal and often highly ritualized 

collective search for consensus: and. at the same time. a covert, informal. and continuous 

process of relational decision making in which people are constantly being accepted or 

rejected. dominated or deferred to. courted or ignored"( 1980: 1 1 ). 

Both worlds exist simultaneously within the house meeting context. As there is an 

absence of formal statements of rules and standards of behaviour. the most aggressive or 

assertive members are likely to have more control over others in the ongoing process of 

negotiation (Kanter 1973:28 1 ).'Those who have occupied the house longest, who have 

the primary relationship with the landlord or are the landlord themselves. are more likely 

to ha\.e greater influence o\-er others in determining what may take place (Kanter. 

l97;:28 1 ). 

U'nile inherent in the anarchistic approach is the iaea that no one should tell any other 
u 

\that to do - that no system of authority exists - some hierarchy is maintained in terms of 

dec~sion making. Despite generally lacking any explicit system of establishing norms or 

rules that regulate their behaviour. most members are aware of a hierarchy of power. 

( Kanter 1973 : 133) Often the most tenured. those 'having been there longest.' are 

accorded a certain amount of de fe ren~e .~ '  The most tenured generally take more 

responsibi l i~ for operating the household: dealing with the landlord. paying bills. 

p ro~id ing  furniture. organizing recruitment. motivating cleaning. and 5.0 on. 

Commitment level to thc household tends to be higher for these members than for others 

( Kanter. 1972: Crauford. 1986). They tend to be monists in orientation and believe more 

in the social potential of shared l i ~  Ing. and desire to play an important role in fulfilling 

:his potential. U.orking for group interests requires a greater investment of self. and a 

rnuit~ple meanlngs attached to it I therefore disagree ulth Zablock~ In h ~ s  statement that there uould be 
ionsrnsus at the lelel of meanmgs I 1989 256) 

In Crauford's stud) of a commune. he found thar the turnover of members prov~ded the leader w ~ t h  an 
~ ~ e r - c h a n g m g  audience. u h ~ c h  ailoued h m  to perpetuate h ~ s  performances (Crawford 1986 397) 



greater return is expected. Erin and another founding member. Kelly. were in the process 

of changing their second livingroom into a room strictly for entertaining guests: 
Q 

. . hecause KeNy and I h m e  decided to put some energy into it we kind of feel like 
we have a right - and eveybody else could have put some energy inro it too - and 
wirh that enera ,  we assume it grants us a bit more words, more say than anybody 
else, and that's basically what we are going.by. Everybody's welcome to use it, 
hut there's just going to he some guidelines rhat we're going to try to maintain. 

\ . '  
a 

2 

Taking the initiative in being responsible f o ~  some aspect of household processes 

increases one's potential to influence the group. In Dan's words: " I ' d  say Chri.stina is on 

the top o f  the ladder, you know Definitely. her name's on the lease, she's got the TL: she 

decorates the place. " Newet members often prefer to let others deal with group 

responsibilities and to allow them some level of authority. although this is not always the 

case. a s  Gregory explained: 

He's basically rhe tenant who's heen there - in terms of hierarchy, he 's  been there 
the longest. UThich reall), means nothing, he '.s just simply been the tenant that the 
landlords have dealt with the longest, and he's sort of expanded inro the vacuum 
of collecting people 's cheques, and he 's the - the landlords prqer to deal wirh one 
individual rather rhan more than one - rather rhan several individuals .4nd so he 
essentially has. in his own mind, at least - established himselfas the character 
that's uppermost in the hierarchy, and has the right to s w  who comes and who 
goes, and who is allowed to s t q l  and who is not allowed to s ta j  so basically this 
sad little man. who is so frustrated in his lrfe in so many other dkys has found 
jou know a u q  to esrahlish a small amount ofpetn, uuthority and has .since gone 
mad with pou.er - is what I likz to . s q  

Gregory reacted negatively to Peter's attempt to dominate the household. .As McMillan 

and Chavis note. the most influential communal leaders tend to be those who 

ackno~vledge and are responsive to others' opinions. needs and values (McMillan and 

Chaxis 1986: 1 1 ) .  Peter was not responsive to Gregory. and so Gregory rejected his 

leadership. L q . .  on the other hand. attempted to maintain at least the appearance of 

egalitarianism. and seemed to be generally respected by h s  roommates: 

I don't consider it mj home u uh other people living here I t ' s  reallv important, 1 
think rhat people - that no-one fee1.s like they are a guest in someone else's home. 
~ o u  knou It has to feel like home for evenone. 



Some members: such as Betty, Michael and Larry. are comfortable with taking on 

responsibilit); and having influence over others. Others. such as Erin. would prefer not to 

have the responsibilities that others assume they will take care of. 

For a while I was the one who kind of established the guidelines on which the 
house would be run, and - with a1wa)ls referring to everybocj.' else, making sure . 
that they don't mind, and how do they feel about this or that. And then I withdrew 
ji-om that role because I was taking a lot of responsibiliiy for things that I actually 
wasn't comfortable takmg responsibility for. I made sure someone took out the 
garbage. I made sure that dishes were washed, I made sure that bills were paid 
and the rent was paid. and so forth like that. And so I withdrew, and things kind 
of gent -you know. they kmd of teetered for a while, hut then eveq-one else ended 
up taking up the slack. 

.As Laq pointed out. managing multiple roles can be problematic. qs well: 
b- 

the w q  I look at it is that you're p lq ing the role of both belng a house member 
- j.ou3re on an equal footing and hme  no special rights compared to your other 
housemates, and at the same time. you're there almost like a referee, andyou're 
almost there also - another role -you have to sort of enjorce something in terms 
of s q i n g  to people we've got to change the housework here, or whatever. Then 
j . 0 ~  are becoming a hit of an autocrat, you know, h$ telling people what to do. 
.-lnd those things are like - how do j.ou differentiate henteen when j,ou are in one 
mode and another? 

I 

Some households have each member both individually pay r p t  and take responsibility 

for a utility bill. in order to offset an; power imbalances that would associated with one 

person taking on these tasks. In Joyce's household. another member would give her the ' 

rent money to pass on to the landlord for rent. and ". .she came to resent that - even 

rhough it wasn't mj. idea. She felt like she rt.as pq*ing me " 

Tenured members tend to be the ones uho initiate discussions concerning cleaning and 

chores. .As mentioned in the previous chapter. the effect of political circumstance over 

cleaning behaviour is considerable. Regarding her nex roommate. Joyce stated: 

From what she had sa~d ,  she had been living with a bunch of slobs and she was 
the cleanest one there, so she thought it w,ould be no problem to live with'someone 
and be neater, but it actualIj, \%as a problem for her, and she resented hearing 
ahour it 



The fact that Joyce was cleaner and also assumed authority in setting such a standard 

meant that the new roommate felt at a disadvantage. Michael described a roommate who 

didn't clean her share, and was eventually asked to leave: 

She 's got her own place, and she 's got her own roommate to deal with now. So 
she comes back and tells us stories about how the shoe is on the other foot now. 
and she's hming to tell this other person ro clean up all the time, so . . .  

Her level of interest in her new household has changed now that she is the most tenured 

and most committed. 

r Means of Influence 

se of and control over space is another means of influencing behaviour. Space has use 

\ alue in the sense of offering intrinsic rewards for those who occupy it (Cooper and . 

Rodman l990:47). Despite v q i n g  use values among members. the creation of usage 

boundaries is attempted by those with the greatest influence: designating a room for 

crafts. keeping bicycles out of the hallway. and so on. Again. these boundaries may 

continually be contested by  other^.^' T e m t o d  behaviour can be as explicit as declaring 

certain areas off limits to others. or as subtle as leaving clothes or books lying around 

(Sebba and Churchman 1983 ). Joyce was forced by her roommate to become aware of 

other forms. as u-ell: 

Ct'e had this big house meering. ~l,here she made all these  demand.^ She wanted 
her voice on the answering machine, and she wanted half the pictures on the 
walls to he hers. I O U  MH', to feel like the place is hers as well. !(.felt like war 
and she wanred trrriton, or something. 

Possessions are both a means of identity and of controlling territory (Belk 1992) - -. 
Tenured members who were inteniewed stated that they simply assumed veto power in 

being able to refuse any household items introduced by new members into communal 

areas. whereas new members had less power in rejecting existing items. As a form of 

possession. pets ma)- also k temtonal Xlarkers. as Peter explained: 

:< 
.As u ~ t h  respect to the dtscussion of outsiders earlier. Cooper and Rodman note that conflicts help to 

define use balues. not on]) express h e m  (1990.55). 



Actually I caught her once - one morning - kicking [my] cat out, and she got 
caught red-handed. She w,anted her cat to take over, right. They want to take 
over the house, so they want their pets to take [precedence] over [my] cat. 

Power Blocs and the Incest Taboo 

Influence does not only occur within a hierarchical context. Alliances that take place 

between a subset of household members can effectively hinder outsiders' freedom of 

beha~ iour .~ '  The existence of an outsider requires that there is some group that he is 

excluded from (see section on conformity). Alliances may alter as membership changes 

and the outsider is re-positioned. Gregory moved in and out of favour with Peter. his 

more tenured roommate. depending on how well Peter related to other roommates. As 

Gregory stated: "There 's been like a shlfring set of allegiances and an attempt at least to 

form what amount to porc,er blocs within the structure of relationships offive people.. . " 

Persons of the same sex may be natural allies (Caplow 1968 in Kanter et a1 1975:438). 

and many households with mixed sexes tried to be sure that there was a gender balance. 

Friendships between members can effectively exclude other household members and pose 

a po\ver bloc. Both Peter and Betty were wary of recruiting two friends together for this 

reason. Couples also represent a natural coalition; such pair relationships exclude others 

and potentially support the couple in decision making and behaviour. Most households 

hate a sense of the conflict of loyalties and obligations inherent in coupling. and instill an 

'incest taboo' in order to a\.oid this (see Kanter 1973280 and 1979: 129). In Erin's 

household: 

. . .  4m.0 people in the house are beginning to spend a lot of time together. we kind 
of: ).OU know,, like "So rvhat 's going on with )IOU and so-and-so? I O U  're spending 
a lot oftime together", and the),'// s q  "Oh yeah, bce're just hanging out", sort of 
thing, and w.e're like "OK, cool. " 

: < 
- The formation of such power blocs tends to fragment the group as a whole. threatening overall 
cohesiveness (see Brown and B r o ~ n .  1973.265). fa 



In this case. other members made their discomfort known, without telling them 

specifically to end it. Roommates may become lovers, but most interviewees agreed that 

as a general rule. it should be avoided because of the effect on group dynamics.36 

Natural alliances in shared households also occur in parent-child relationships. Both 

couple and parent-child interaction can potentially set the tone for household activities 

within any communal space. As opposed to the normal negative figuring of boundaries 

of behaviour, a parent must also express them positively in raising their children. The 

process of socializing one's children requires the articulation of rules of behaviour that 

would otherwise be left unsaid: a forum is created in which one may put forth one's 

perspective on 'good' and 'bad' behaviour. Other roommates may feel indirect pressure 

on their own behaviour when these parental boundaries are expressed. This may be 

exacerbated when two separate parents with separate children have conflicting 

boundaries. Janet. the sole intenliewee whose household included her o u n  children and 

her roommate's child. found this problematic: 

I 'm a little more disciplined and strict where my kids are concerned - as opposed 
to her - and it - I 'm sure the kids find it unfair, because they are not allowed to do 
a lot of the things that .Malcolm p e r  roommate's child] is allo~led to do, and the), 
get in troublefor it. 

The presence of others tends to diffuse the boundaries established within parent-child 

units. as it does ~ i t h  couples. The amount of parental influence over one's children is 

more diffused in shared households. as increased self-consciousness in the presence of 

others and diminished abilities in exclusively making and enforcing rules takes place 

(also see Raimy l979:67. Kanter 1973: 145. Kanter 1979: 12 1 )." As Kanter points out 

uith respect to communes. "...paradoxically. while both couples and parents report a loss 

of control. they still tend to have more power in the household than other adults 

uninvol~.ed in relationships. so that while they report their lack of control. other 

:4 In her stud) of urban communal households. Kanter found that the couple boundary is more permeable 
and intimacy more diffused because of the continual presence of others (Kanter et al 1975:437). .- 

.As Kanter states. "commune members seem to release around children otherwise suppressed. 
authoritative, demanding behabiour. eken if children are supposedly equal."(Kanter 1979: 124). 



household members report the "unfair" control of people in couple or parent-child 

relationships."(Kanter et a1 1975:434) Y 

Beyond Negotiation: Mean Tricks 

In one extreme example. a household became severely divided when a power bloc was 

formed. Peter. the most tenured member. and the highest in the hierarchy. became a 

common enemy to others in the household. He was apparently not responsive to other's 

desires, and his authority came into question. A 'mutiny' was attempted, where a 

coalition of members, including Gregoq. tried to oust Peter and take over the house. 

Peter had paid the Hydro bill, but the others refused to pay him their share. He decided to 

cut off the heat and hot water until they would pay. The other members called the police. 

who informed Peter that under the Residential Tenancy Act this action was illegal. The 

other members still refused to pay him, so Peter kept the heat at a minimum. turning it on 

only u-hen cold at night. He remo\,ed all of his furniture. small appliances and kitchen 

items. which amounted to almost everything. from the communal areas. The other 

members made a complaint to city inspectors about the condition of the house; this was 

unsuccessful. the condition was adequate. All the members applied to evict Peter, while. 

unaware of this. the landlord placed an eviction notice on Gregory. This went to 

arbitration according to the Residential Tenancy Act, where it was determined that no one 

could be legally forced out. Attempts to increase each other's discomfort escalated 

between Peter and the others. Peter described the atmosphere of rising tensions: 

So lately thej,'ve been plq?ng more little tricks. Stamping on thejloor ro bother 
me, turning all the lights on, the oven. They've been disconnecting rhefiidge - 
I 'm the only one hming food in thefiidge right now. It's regularly disconnected. 
Eveq. little mean trick I answer with a mean trick. Like a couple of d q s  ago norv. 
the), turn the oJSen on all the time, nr,eno,four hours a d q :  so the other day I 
throw a pizza inqere  and I 1 4  So the pizza burned and smoked up eveq3boa). 
right. 

One morning he threw some old fish in the oven, but forgot to turn doun the furnace. 

Not only ~vas  there a terrible odor from the burnt fish, but the house was stifling with 



heat. A second physical altercation between Gregory and him took place. This was one 

hour before our interview. 

Initially, the conflict arose over alleged abuse of authority on one hand, and the 

withholding of utility payments on the other. Escalating means of influencing each 

others' behaviour took place, which only served to further antagonize each other. No 

longer was the conflict over moral behaviour. but simply about taking control of the 

house, and forcing the other(s) to leave. 

Communication: Ruffling Feathers, Hints and Notes 

Often it is not necessarily the case that members wholly reject the rights or control that 

another has over them. but that they resent the mode of communication used in attempts 

to influence them. As Dan explains: 

The reason I did start slacking on [my cleaning duties] is because the ~ x z y  the)! 
approached me with it at first, which is Christina kind offieaking out about it and 
being kind of manipulative about it, jvou know what I mean. Eventually I had to 
tell [Chstina].  j30u know, that they're going to have to be a little more direct ~ i t h  
me. you know,. I can't stand this, because she'll drop hints, you know. She'll drop 
n2.0 weeks ~ ' o r t h  of hints and then something will get bottled up inside her, and 
then she'll explode. And I 'm like, I don't pick up on hints, and when I do get 
hints, I'll just ignore them, let them slide by me. I don't deal with people that 
w q 3 .  J>OU know. 

Some members. such as Peter and Betty. are explicit and assertive in regulating the 

actions of others and risk 'ruffling feathers' whereas others. such as Larry and Dan. prefer 

to be more circui'tous in their methods of influence perhaps in an attempt to maintain the 

egalitarian pose. or to avoid confrontation and the risk of having their authority 

questioned. Conversely, some members would prefer to be given hints so no one is seen 

to be 'telling them what to do'. whereas others prefer more explicit instructions, so that 

there are no misunderstandings. Joyce realized that rather than simply stating during the 

inteniew that she didn't watch much TV, she should have said that she didn't want her 

new roommate to. either: later on she found that her roommate watched far too much TV 



for her own liking. Unfortunately, members in the same household may have different 

preferences. as in Lany's and Frank's case: 

I don't like doing that. I don't like dropping little hints -feeling like I have to do 
that. 

As a kid, I had to take the garbage out at home. It was the same thing every week. 
I had to be reminded of it. 

Humour or teasing can be used to dissuade people from certain relatively benign 

behaviour; one household member was nicknamed 'The Fish' because others had to wait 

for extended periods while he was in the bathroom. while another member was asked 'Do 

you know how to use that thing?' when he was spotted wielding a dishcloth. Another 

approach would find a member slamming dishes and grumbling loudly to point out a 

perceived imbalance in washing dishes. Michael pointed out that another method of 

educating members is io "...tell stories about past roommates - examples of behaviour we 

considered outrageous and unacceptable - and neat things they did too. " 

Occasionally a verbal statement may unintentionally be associated with a secondary 

meaning. as Joyce explained: 

Because we did talk about her taking showers late at night, and she agreed to take 
them before midnight, so $its like getting towards midnight and I say goodnight. 
i t 's like there's this whole other message there. Its a little bit awkuard, because / 
feel like I 'm telling her to hurry up and take her shower or something, so I don't 
say that as much as I used to 

Influence over behaviour may be exerted through non-verbal means. as well. As 

mentioned in the previous chapter. a cleaning chart may be posted to remind members of 

chores. Notes may be posted to express displeasure or - less often - pleasure with a 

member's behaviour. In some households members' paths don't cross often. so this is a 

means to avoid a wait. as well as to avoid verbal confrontation. As Peter recounted: 

I had a sign that /put  on a pack of spaghetti- I kind of over-reacted. I guess. A 
sign - and thereSwas halfa skull, like pirate with a bone across and "Eat your 
own", because several times Gregov [ h s  roommate] - / caught him red-handed 
cooking rn), food, and I didn't like that. 



Critical notes are generally not well-received, however, and some households, such as 

Erin's, attempt to dissuade members from their use: 

We occasionally come across the note thing, and we 've found it to be really, 
really ugly, and so its been avoided for the most part. There's been a few notes 
that have happened -probably halfa dozen notes to a dozen notes that have been 
used as a form of communication and they're usually done in anger, and they're 
usually a pretty sorry way to deal with the situation. 

Signs may be left as hints; moving or leaving some item in a particular spot may be 

intended to communicate something about another's behaviour. The potential ambiguity 

of signs means that nonrecognition or misinterpretation occurs easily, and as with notes, 

they may be poorly received. as Joyce explained: 

I had never really realized that it would be in people 's way, but I had leji [my 
washcloth] draped over a faucet, and of course it is in their wla).: but it had never - 
she had never mentioned it as a problem. So she started pinning it up to the 
shower head, which would have been OK $she had mentioned it to me, but she 
didn't, she just kept moving it. And so I decided to just let her keep moving it rf 
she felt like it. I could have put it where she wanted it put, yeah, but I wasn't 
going to do that. I think that she would have been furious r f I  had moved ,' 
something of hers without talking to her about it, so I didn't - it was like she was 
intentionally invading my boundaries, sort of: and so I wasn't going to acquiesce, 
and - you know. It was a war. " 

b 

Indirect Communication: Hearing Through the Grape Vine 

Much communication in shared households actually takes place indirectly, where 

concerns are passed from one member to another through a third member acting as 
L 

intermediary3*. Erin described the process: 

73e biggest thing we do in regards to communicating is to bitch to somebody else. 
And then f i t s  big enough, you ger going to actually talk to the person directly. 
Sometimes it actually goes side angle to the person - you j kd  out about it in 
another way. Sometimes I will specifically ask somebody that I know somebody 
else has communicated with, "What's wrong with so-and-so because she's not 
talbng to me?", and "What have I done?", and they go "You know when you did 
this she was actually krnd ofpissed o f ' ,  and then usually at that point I know 

j 8 Two people have only one line of communication, but three or more may communicate through others 
indirectly. in exponentially increasing paths (Sirnmel 1950: 135). 



where I 'm standing. I'll approach the person and go "Sorry about that. I didn't 
realize I did that ", or "My intention wasn 't to piss you ofSwhen I did this ", so 
that's usually the way its handled. Somewhat around the angle, but eventually 
getting to the right person. 

Members often discuss their household relationships with each other; to some extent each 

house member knows what other members think of each other. and of their actions in 

specific situations.19 Again. maintaining the egalitarian ideal and avoiding controversy is 

seen as being important. 

In some cases. simply making one's feelings known to a third party is all that is 

warranted for establishing peace of mind. Some members are quite aware, however. that 

there is the potential for this information to be passed on to the person it is directed 

against, and may adjust their comments accordingly. Involving others in the 

communication serves many purposes. As a story it can indicate recommended 

behaviour to others. and by including others it becomes a group issue, where one can look 

for both external support or allies for one's cause, and also for direction in terms of 

recommended behaviour. Janet became involved in such a way when a conflict erupted 

between her roommates: "Tom lefr a note once, but that wasn 't taken very well by 

Debbie, so Igot the hitchingfrom that. " Janet explained to Tom how Debbie felt, 

consequently Tom refrained from writing notes thereafter. 

This process doesn't always work. as Dan described how one roommate, Alan. presumed 

to speak for another, more tenured roommate. Christina. in grasping authority for himself 

One time I wrecked th i s f j ingpan  - I forgot a b y t  this - and he goes - and I 
haven't replaced it yet. Ijust won't. you knaibecause he wqas so spineless about 
it. Ifhe asked me about it again. I will replace it. He goes "Christina wants you 
to replace t h a t h i n g  pan", and I 'm  fike. "Well, yeah, definitely", you know. ,4nd 
I go to Christina - Alan 's right there - and I go "Christina, sorry about the fj ing 
pan. I'll get you a new one", and she says "Oh, I don't care about t h a t h i n g  
pan, that's Alan's " '4nd he's standing right there, right, and I 'm like, you 
@king geek, you know, why didn't you just sa): something, you know. So l.'ve 
been really lackadaisical with thisfryingpan. She approached me with a broom 

: 9 
As Hannerz notes, gossip ma1 be a way of expressing and confirming norms (Hannerz 1980: 186). 
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and a h i n g  pan - I lost the broom, so I went and got the broom, but I haven't got 
aJPying pan yet. Oh yeah, and they even took a h i n g  pan ad out of a Consumers 
Distributing cataIogue and put it up on thepidge. Thatjiying pan has been a 
constant source of [inspiration for] poetry for me. I use it as a symbol of them - 
[in] everything I write about them I use t h a t b i n g  pan. 

Not Communicating 

Certain potential recommendations are not communicated in any form. These may be 

concerned with behaviour that. while imtating. is not worth the trouble involved in 

negotiation. When 3 is believed that another can not change his behaviour. that it is part 

of his personality, it may appear pointless to discuss it - as Michael states, it may only be . 

harmful to tell another that you don't like 'the way they breathe'.'' Some members. such 

as Dan, like to avoid confronting problems if at all possible: " ( fhe  like was doing 

something thar was really annoying, I'djust let it wash oflmy hack, and him the same. 

you know what I mean? " In worst case scenarios. any contact at all is avoided. such as 

with two of Erin's roommates: 

Kelly just basically - ever)? time ,Yick came home, she 'd scoot downstairs, and hi3 
room was upstairs, so thar was his domain, und hers was downstairs so that was 
her domain, and they barely talked to each other when they were in the same 
space, i e. the kitchen or something like that. 

Summary 

Despite ideals of and mechanisms for promoting egalitarianism. behavioural boundaries 

are influenced by some shared household members more than others. Being more 

tenured, taking on more responsibility, and being a member of a sub-group within the 

household all bring increased power. The degree to which this power can be transformed 

into actual influence over the behaviour of other members is generally contested, 

however. 

A 0  As Crawford noted in his study of a counter-culture commune where confrontational communication 
was promoted, people expressed themselves without censorship which eventually created an atmosphere of 
disharmony that undermined social relationships ( 1986:295, 304). 



As well, the means by which boundaries are expressed will to a great extent determine 

how they will be received. Through verbal and non-verbal communication, hints and 

notes. and through indirect communication via third-party members. one may educate 

other members concerning one's own preferred boundaries. 



5 .  Conclusions 
This thesis has been written with a number of purposes in mind. One aim has been to 

investigate how central relationships develop between members within shared 

households. Another aim has been to identify key moral and social boundaries of 

behaviour that are formed within shared households. and the processes and strategies 

involved in their negotiation by members. Thirdly, an objective of this thesis has been to 

examine how household behaviour is meaningful to members, and how these meanings 

may conflict with those of other members. A fourth purpose has been to illustrate the 

variation of negotiation strategies that exists between members within a shared 

household. and also between shared households in the Commercial Drive area. Finally. 

this project has also been intended to contribute to the body of literature that concerns 

itself with the anthropology of householding. 

Living together in shared households forces social interaction on a daily basis; such close 

proximity forms the foundation of relationships between members (see Gusfield 1975). 
' Rather than making explicit arrangements to meet and engage in some social activity as 

one would with a friend, events in the household tend to be more spontaneous. Regular. 

encounters. however, lead to potentially intimate knowledge of one's self as members are 

able to see 'behind the scenes' of each others' lives. As Joyce related: "I wouldn ' t really 

consider her afi.iend, [yet my roommate] probably know  some rhings abour me rhar my 

ji-iends don 't know. " The application of the family metaphor to members' relationships 

is common. although one can leave a household much more easily than a family: 

commitment is contingent on the continued fulfillment of members' needs. and a 

member's relationship to other members will not often last once he or she has moved out. 

As Kanter states, the consistent turnover of members creates a life cycle more reminiscent 

of an affair than of a marriage ( 1979: 132). Instead of fnend or family. the relationshp 

that develops between members is primarily one of consociate, based upon continuing 

historical co-participation in household life (Sansom 1980: 139). 



The shared household is a social arena to which a member not only brings habits learned 

with family members during childhood and behavioural patterns derived from a history of 

living with other adults, but also expectations and attitudes concerning what constitutes 

consideration. respect. flexibility, equality and generosity. Indeed, the interpretation of 

social meaning contained within household behaviour is carried out by individual 

members; the process of reconciling one's interpretations with those of other members is 

fraught with difficulties. The generally permissive stance and lack of explicit norms in 

shared households also lead to blurred boundaries of behaviour. Issues arise that one may 

never have imagined, as one's 'natural' domestic practises are brought into question and 

brought up for negotiation." What is considered suitable behaviow is negotiated 

between members on a daily basis as practical situations become the bases for 

judgements of morality. Indeed. members may not only engage in negotiation to 

explicitly influence another's behaviour. but also to express and claim the higher moral 

ground. 

The negotiated relationships and the absence of external conforming structures in the 

shared household environment promotes the participation by individual members in the 

construction of the household. Members to varying degrees have control over 

determining household norms of behaviow. yet the household takes on its own 

momentum over time. I t  can be difficult to initiate a change once a certain behaviour has 

become entrenched, while at the same time. changes are constantly taking place. As Erin 

observed: "They are all passing things, evevthing passes, that '.s basically how a house 

runs. So i f  's always shifring - i f ' s  like "So what's going on today? " " As members move 

in and out. old issues arise; routines may be short-lived, and any sense of order is 

temporary. Rules and household patterns evolve as hierarchies and power blocs shift 

Individual and group commitment to the household rises and falls over time. 

1 I Most participants stated that motivations were financial and social. However. being involved in the 
process of negotiation may be gratifying in itself. In Michael's words: "I like the challenge of deallng wrth 
people. . I apprecrate bemgpushed by l iving w ~ t h  other people and having to ad/ust to the situation. I like 
havrng people around. I t ' s  cheap housrng, but i t 's  not af inanc~al  decis~on. " 



Social boundaries of behaviour concerned with sharing, borrowing, cleaning. paying bills, 

the use of space and facilities, dealing with visitors, neighbours and telephone calls, and 

the appropriate communication of these boundaries are all determined by negotiation. 

Similar processes take place within different shared households. although they often 

manifest themselves in different ways. Methods of recruitment. patterns of sharing. 

cleaning systems, rules. guidelines, hierarchies, power blocs and so on are all a part of 

shared household living, and yet, as excerpts from the interviews have indicated. the 

strategies that members within different households use to negotiate may vary widely. 

Although my own history of shared household living has provided me with an essential 

understanding of the subject matter, the findings in this thesis have been derived from 

interviews conducted in the field. As an ethnography. this project should aid in 

addressing the dearth of anthropological literature on householding. While primarily 

limited in scope to interaction between members within shared households. these findings 

provide a base from which one could make comparisons to other forms of households, or 

to examine connections to other urban domains. 



Appendix One 

Interview Schedule 

Preparation 
- explanation of interview procedure. signing of consent form 
- date of interview 
- location and time of interview 
- number of participants 

Demographic information 
- sex of participant 
- year of birth 
- age 
- occupation 

Past living situations 
- sorts of housing arrangements lived in over the past three years 
- reasons for leaving, and for entering into new ones 

Current living situation 
Basic 
- sort of housing arrangements living in now 
- geographic location of the household 
- description of neighbourhood, zoning, community, people 
- reasons for choosing thls particular household 
- composition of the household 
- physical household layout 
- how would you describe your household 

Recruitment 
- started with hends,  saw advertisement, advertised 
- new members, from where, how. in what way, interviews, deciding 
- what sort of qualities would you like in a member 
in terms of how the householdhhe new member represented originally themselves, were 
there any surprises or changes 
- how long before yodother were comfortable there 



Sharing 
- was there a pre-existing house culture 
- shared events and activities that take place in the household 
- do all participate 
- social activities that you wouldn't do with other members 
- activities shared with members outside the house 
- food, tv, music, books, recreation, property, telephone 

Structure 
- h iekchy  
- making household decisions 
- develop, expression and alteration of rules and guidelines 
- sharing of chores and responsibilities 
- administration of the household - rent, utilities, damage deposit 
- would you run a shared household yourself 

Space 
- management of sound, space and time 
- communal vs private space 
- dealing with varied food, music, and decor tastes 
- property, whose is it, what happens if it breaks 

Relationships 
- how would you describe your relationship to others 
- where do the boundaries of relationships lie, ie too close, too distant 
- have any couples/partnerships developed. how does this change things 
- power blocs 
- rituals, thmgs you do to bring you together 
- do you gain anything from living with others, ie vicariously 

0 

Privacy 
- reasons and methods for seeking outlavoiding the company of others 
- maintenance of privacy, howlwhat do yodothers do 
- is your sense of security and safety affected 

Education/Cornmunication J - how d8 yodare you educated in ho ehold behaviour 
- methods of communication with other members 

ie spealung, aslung questions, notes, symbolic behaviour. humour, slamming 
doors, talking loudly. telling stories about past situations 
- how do methods change depending on context 
- what is left unsaid, what do you not communicate 



Etiquette 
- bathroom, telephone, laundry etiquette, kitchen 
- time. cleaning up, taking messages 

Others 
- managing friends and relatives of members visiting. leaving alone or joining in 
- people staying overnight 
- other friends' and relatives' views of your living situation 
- does shared housing affect your external relationships 

Leaving 
- the process of losing a member, how do survivors react, separation 
- how long do expect to stay 
- what reasons could you imagine for leaving 
- what happens. how who decides. why 

What would be a typical day in the household 

General 
- housing situations mosdleast liked 
- besdworst times 
- reasons for living in shared housing - convenience. financial. social (forced or chosen. 
like lifestyle or simply pragmatic) 
- reasons for not living in shared housing 
- characteristics of a goodhot so good housing situation 
- what makes a successful shared household 
- do you see yourself living in shared housing in the future 
- were your expectations met 

- any other questions I should ask 
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three tunes before M Pwcsnl 

agreemg m 1934. Source Stanmcs Canada 

In the 1950s res~dents complamed 
of Improper hghung, crumbhg European lmrmgrants arnved m attracted arlarge number of farm- 
streets, poor dramage, no hbrary the area. After World War 11, a hes Betwe& 1971 and 1991, there 
and poorly equipped schools second wave of Itahan Lmrmpnts was 
The trolley tracks on Commerual made the area home They reno- , an In the pro- 
Dnve were replaced w~th  new vated old houses and nouceably , pornon of young adults (thoox 
blacktop and bnghter street kghts changed the look of Commercial 20-39). " - -  . 
m 1954. Motor buses took over Drive with new shops and restau- 
from the electric trolleys. A Li- rants. Grandv~ew's Chmese resi- 

a 0.24 increase in the propor- 

bran d d  not arnve unul the 19705. dents increased in numbers in the uon of seniors (those 6 j & over); 
, . 

The Britannia Community Serv- 
ices Centre was one of North 
m e n c a ' s  largest fadt ies  when 
~t was built m 1975. Carefully 
planned not to overwhelm the 
ne~ghbourhood, its innovative 
deslgn integrated recrecreation, 
i e a m g  and social fadt ies  to 
provide services to a very mured 
population. The 1970s also saw 
res~dents join the successful lobby 
to mevent an extension of the 

1950s and 1960s as some of the 
earlier Itahan and East European 
residents moved on to other neigh- 
bourhoods. In the late 1960s. 
Grandv~ew's first East Indan resi- 
dents also made the comrnuruty 
home. 

People of 
Grandview- 
Woodland 

a 12.1% decrease in the propor- 
tion of chlldren (those aged 0- 19). 

Baby boomers (those born be- 
tween 1947 and 1965) made up 
43% of Grandview-Woodland's 
population in 1991. Cicy wide, 
39% of the population are baby 
boomers. A s  the baby boomers 
have married and stamd their 
own families, the number of 
young chddren (those aged 0-4) 
increased 9 . m  berween 1986 and 

freeway down Venables Street to w hile Grandview-Wood- 19g1. 
the Georgia Viaduct. The 1980s Land'sto* population has Such changes in the age compo- 
saw the arrival of Advanced L&t remained relatively constant since sition of h e  co-umty affect h e  

Transit (ALRm in the area. the 1970s, the ~0~l 'Xl l ln i~ 'S  ITUX demand for housing, health 

The face of  the community hs changed. Three sigmficant and community fad t i es  such 3s 

changed afrer the First World War trends enlerged in the 1980s in schools, recrmuon centres and 
when Italian, C h e s e ,  and East commumv whcfi, Ltor icdy;  has parks. 
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Language 
The residents of Grandview- 
Woodland are a lverse group. 
The number of people who list 
Enghh as their mother tongue 
(the language they first learned 
and still understand), has in- 
creased since 1971; counter to a 
city wide trend. In 1971, 55.8Yo of 
residents listed Enghsh, with Ch- 
nese b e q  the next most com- 
mon language in the community 
(1 3.7Y0). Although the Italian com- 
munity w stdl well represented, 
only 4.2%) of residents b ted  Ital- 
ian as their mother tongue in 1991 
as compared with 12.7% of resi- 
denrs in 1971. 

Income 
How well off are Grandview- 
Woodland residents compared 
with the rest of the city? 

The median 1991 household 
income in the community was 
$25,026; 27% less than the clty 
median of $34,474 (median 
household income," &'defined 
by Statistics Canada, is the 
amount whch dvides an area's 
income distnbution into rwo 
halves, where an equal number 
of households are elther above 
or below the melan amount). 

There was a relatively larger 
proporuon of low-income per- 
sons here than city wide: 38% as 
compared to 25% across the city. 

Sozirce SfunStics Cannda. 1991 Census Data 

(Low-income cut-offs as  defined 
by Stanstics Canada are income 
levels where 5Yh of gross in- 
come goes to the essenuals of 
food, clothmg and shelter.) 

Stability 
Grandvie'w-Woodland is a rela- 
tively mobile community. Be- 
meen 1986 and 1991, 62% of 
residents changed their place of 
residence. Overall. 58% of 

Mother Tongue 
Percent of Total Single Responses, 1991 

Grandview-Woodland Vancouver 

Source: Stnr imcr  Canada 

Vancouventes moved during the 
same period. In other communi- 
ties, the m g e  was as hgh as 80% 
(Downtown) and as low as 40% 
(Shaughnessy) for the same pe- 
riod. 

Grandview- 
Woodland 

T he Grandview-Woodland 
community offers a wide 

variety of housing types, from 
single-detached homes to 
duplexes, to low- and high-rise 
apartments; suitable for a range of 
incomes and household types. 
The area east of Commercial is 
zoned for apartments while 
duplexes and single-fady homes 
with additional suites are found 
in the area to the west of the 
Dnve. Housing stausucs show: 

Berween 1971 and 1991 there 
was a 44?h increase in the total 
number of dwelling umts, from 
8.820 to 12,665; and 
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a 67.5% increase in the number 
of rental units, From 5,485 to 9,185. 

In 1991, 72.5% of Grandview- 
Woodland residents were renters; 
most in low-nse apartments of 
five storeys or less (City wide, 
59?h of Vancouverites were 
renters). 

Non-Market Housing 
Today, Grandview-Woodland has 
2,005 d w e l h g  units m 58 govern- 
ment-assisted housing projects 
(both non-profit rental and co- 
op) which provide housing for 
low- and moderate-income house- 
holds. Non-market housing in 
Grandview-Woodland accounts 
for about 16% of all housing umts. 
City wide, ncW'&rket units make 
up 9.3% of all d w e h g  units. In 
Grandview-Woodland 380h (775 
units) of non-profit dwellings are 
targeted for seniors. The balance 
are avadable to lower income sm- 
gles and families. 

Special Needs 
Housing 
Some residents (such as the eld- 
erly, people with physical or men- 
tal disabilities) need housing 
w h ~ h  provides s p e c d  care, as- 
s is tance o r  supervision.  
Grandview-Woodland has 9 such 
Special Needs Residenual F a d -  
ties (SNRFs). 

f 

Transportation 

Heritage Alderman John J. Miller, and realtor 
Captain W.H. Copp, built their 

G randview-Woodland Queen Anne style homes here 
is characterized pnor to 1911. After the 

by an eclectic mur of First World War. 
buildings; elabo- Grandview-Wood- 
rate houses on 
large comer lots 
sit next door 
to cottages on 
narrow lots. 
Many large 
houses date 
from the ar- 
ea ' s  early 
days 
Gran 

when 
.dview- 

W o o d l a n d  
was promoted 7 
as a prestigous 
residential area. 
Several prominent 7 
Vancouventes includ- 
ing Professor Edward Odlum, 

at t racted 
more  aff luent  
Vancouverites 

L' . Homes budt ~n 
later years were 
much more  
modest m com- 
panson. 

Rae 
, tbe 

rend 
home 

7 1919 by tbe Harris 
family u~ho haw 

matntatned it tn ~ t s  

randview-Woodland's industnal lands are dvlded into three sub- 
areas: Burrard Waterfront, East Powell Street, and Clark Drive. cst 

These subareas occupy 280 hectares, representing 40"h of the clty's total 
induscnal land base (688 hectares). Thesub-areas are home to over 402 
firms providing 12,260 jobs. Proportionally, these represent 30.1% of all 
firms and 26.4% of all jobs located in industrial lands city wide. 

Manufammg is the dominant land use in Grandview-Woodland's 
indusuial areas producing: garments, processed food, car repam and 
pnnung services. Wholesahg, transportauon and storage are also 
prevalent, with many of these busmesses servicing the port and located 
in the Burrard Waterfront sub-area. The frontage of Hastings Street will 
soon be released from industrial uses to provide a mixed-use comrner- 
cia1 and housing zone. 

T o address commumty concern regarding through traffic, a Traffic 
Management Plan for the area was compieted in 1986. Council 

approved recommendauons to reduce commuter traffic on local sueets 
and increase pedestrian safety Traffic volume on major Grandview- 
Woodland sueets maeased between 1982 and 1992, from 30% on 
Victona south of Adanac, to 33% on 1st Avenue east of Lakewood Thls 
increase 1s shghtlv lower than the city wide average of 34% over the same 
penod 

Relative Transportation Times: Hastings & Commercial to Downtown 

Transit 14 m u t e s  Automobile: 8 m u t e 5  

S k p m i n :  7 m u t e s  
The Broadway Skytram Stauon is located m the southeastern sectlon of 
the comrnumty, at Broadway and Cornmerual Dnve 

Did You Know ... ? 

... Every summer resi- 

dents of Rose Street close 

the street to traff ic and hold 

a street party. 

Bicyde: 15 m u t e s  
The Adanac/Union b~cycle route 
was opened in June 1993 linlung 
the east side of Vancouver with 
False Creek. 
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Schools 

t- The five elementary schools 
(klndergmen to grade 7 )  had a 
total enrolment of 1,397 stu- 
dents in 1993/% (the same as in 
9 2 / 9 3 )  School  enro lments  
ranged between 144 and 423 
students. The St Francis of As- 
s~s l  School prov~ded elementary 
educauon to another 179 stu- 
dents In 1993/94 

B n t a m  and Templeton Sec- 
ondary Schools had a combmed 
enrolment of 2,109 m the 1993,' 
94 school year (a 1Yo decrease 
from 92/93) 

Shopping 
Cornmerual Dnve is the heart of Grandview-Woodland for shoppmg, 
services, socializing and recreauon. The 'Dnve" is one of Vancouver's 
oldest shopping areas and known throughout the city for its cosmopoli- 
tan nature. WIule predominantly Italian, businesses represent many 
other nationalities as well, such as Portuguese, Ukrainian, East In l an ,  
Asian, Scandinavian, and Hunganan. R e d  acuvity features a m of 
shops. clothing boutiques, second hand stores, fruit and vegetable 
shops, family restaurants and cafes. 

The East Hasungs commerual area 
(between Victoria Dr. ek Redrew 
St.) offers shoppers a vanety of 
retail goods and services: every- 
h n g  from food markets, cloth- 
Ing, furmture and appliance stores; 
to services such as beaury salons. 
barbershops, banks, insurance 
agenaes and rnedd/dencal offices. 

Planning and Development 

T he Zoning and Development By-law regulates the use and 
development of land throughout the city. Areas are divided mto 

zorung h t r i c t s  with s p e d e d  penhued uses such as housmg, reml and 
industrial. The By-law also regulates simg, height: bulk, floor ares, and 
in some areas, design of buildmgs. 

Whle land use in Grandvrew-Woodland is pnmanly residential, only a 
small area is zoned exclusively for smgle-farmly housing. Commercial 
activity is found along Commercial Dnve and Hastmgs Street. The 
northern waterfront area u used predomlnantlv for pon-related acuvl- 
ties. On its eastern edges are wholesahg, light manufacturing, and 
warehousing 

Exlsung land use may dlffer from chat specified m the district's zoning 
regulations as many of the area's buddings pre-date current zonmg. 

Zoning Districts in Grandview-Woodland 
The followmg is a slmpMied descnpuon of Gmdview-Woodland's 
z o m g  districts. The Zoning and Development By-law must be con- 
sulted for a definitive statement of &ma schedule intent and regulations. 

a RT (two-family dwellings) 
Two-family homes  such  a s  
(iuplexes, low densiry multiple 
d w e h g s  and the conversion of 
h g e  homes to additional accom- 
modauon. 

RM (multiple dwellings) 
Medium density development, 
including Low- and h@-me apart- 
ment bu~idings). 

Day Care 
Four provincially licensed pre- 
school and group day care h- 
d ines  provide spaces for 85 
chldren. 

There are five licensed famdv 
day care homes. 

Britannia Community Cencre, 
Macdonald Elementary and the 
Grandvlew Terrace Chldcare 
soclety are provmcially licensed 
out of school care centres for 
older chddren. 

RS (one-family dwellings) 
Single-famdy homes, secondary 
suites or one additional dwehng 
umt w i t h  3 smgle-farmly resi- 
dence. 

CD-1 (comprehensive dwelop- 
ment) 
A site or area w ~ t h  z o m g  tadored 
to an intended form of develop- 
ment. 
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Parks, Recrea- 
tion & Leisure 

T here are 10.35 hectares 
of park land distributed 

throughout Grandview-Wood- 
land, with all res~dents w i h  a 
comfortable walking &stance 
(800 metres) from one of the 
area's twelve parks. Grandview- 
Woodland has 0.4 hectares of 
park land per 1,000 persons as 
compared to the city average of 
1.12. The Park Board is aware 
of the shortage and has identi- 
fied the area for future land 
acquisibon. In 1994, a park site 
was purchased at WiLam St. 
-and McLean Dr. to help address 
the problem. 

Parks 
Grandview (Commercial and 
Cotton Drives, William and 
Charles Streets) 
Offers a fabulous vlew of down- 
town, the harbour and the 
mountam. Next door is the 
Britannia Community Centre 
whch provides a range of h- 
cllibes and programs. 
McSpadden(5thAvenue & Vic- 
tona Drive) 

Fachties mclude a playground, 
soccer field and tennis courts. 
Oxford (Oxford and Wall 
Streets) 
One of the area's several street 
end parks. 
Templeton (Templeton & Gar- 
den Drives, Turner & Adanac 
Streets) 
FaciIines include a playground. 
indoor pool, soccer, softball, and 
300-mere track. 
Vidoria (Victoria and Salsbury 
Drives, Grant and Gtchener Streets) 
A favounte among locals for a 
game of checkers, or a lively game 
of bocce. 
Woodland (Woodland and 
McLean Dr~ves ,  Frances and 
Adanac Streets) 
Faclliues include a fieldhouse, 
playground, w a h g  pool, softball, 
and soccerfield. 

Tbls map (IPPzcs 0 

s~mplrfied wmorr of 
m h n g  &and use only 

and sl~ould not be relied 
upon for zonmg 

rnfontulnon 

Recreation & 
Leisure 
A focal point Grandview-Wood- 
land is the B r i m a  Cornmumty 
Serv~ces Centre. The Centre is a 
completely integrated f a d t y  run 
by a local board and supported by 
the Vancouver Park Board, Van- 
couver School Board, the City of 
Vancouver, and the Vancouver 
Public Library. Brim offers a 
pool, nnk, racquet courts, three 
gymnasiums, library, seniors Cen- 
tre, teen centre and the resources 
of both elementary and second- 
ary schools. 

The Vancouver East Cultural Cen- 
tre at the comer of Viaona Dnve 
and Venables Street was formerly 
Grandv~ew Umted Church. I t  
underwent an extensive renova- 
tion in 1976. Thls multi-purpose 
community culmnl centre has 
seaung for over 300 in its man 
hall and hosts a vanety of live 
performances. 

The Vancouver Aboriginal Friend- 
s h p  Centre is a focal polnt for 
Vancouver's native community, 

offering a variety of social, eco- 
normc, cultural, recreauonal and 
educahonal pfofirams, as well as 
referral and counselhg services. 
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Dependmg on locauon, from cor- 
ner sores to shoppmg dlsmcts 
WI$I a broad range of retad and 
servlce amviues (commercral dw- 
t n m  also permt resldenual de- 
velopment). 

Community Planning 

C ommunity planning in 
Grandview-Woodland was 

~muated by City Counal, In 1976, 
m response to requests from uu- 
zen's groups. The Planning De- 
partment had also identtfied the 
area as a pnority for planrung 
artentlon. 

To complement comrnumty plan- 
nmg, the Nelghbourhood Im- 
provement Program (IMP) was 
~muated, provldmg federal, pro- 
v~ncial and Cry funds for cap~tal 
lrnprovements A local p l m g  
and NIP c o r n n e e  worked wlth 
staff to develop three sub-area 
plans The mqonty of the funds 
were used to Improve parks, 
schools, and soclal service f a d -  
ues In the eastern poruon of the 
nelghbourhood 

In 1979 the first sub-area plan 
was completed It focused on sm- 
file-farmly m d  conversion areas 
ernphasmng the retenuon dnd 
rehabliltauon of housmg and the 
improvement of servlces Counul 
~ d o p t e d  the second sub-area plan 
in 1982, the Commercial Dnv: 
Plan, w h c h  enhanced the retrul 
and pedestrian character of the 
Drlve s shopprng area The thlrd 
plan, the B n m a  Area Plan, 
ddopted by C~ty Councli m 1983. 
encouraged hous~ng renewal bv 
mcreaslng the range of opuons 
for compauble redevelopment 
The Intent was to supporr hous- 
mg sultabk for famdles wlth ch.11- 
dren, and to create maeased open 
space 

In the early 1980s, a pomon of 
Grandvlew-Woodland was in- 

cluded in a Stauon Area Plan for 
the Broadway ALRT Stauon. The 
C o w  Dnve ALRT d q p n e n t  
was contibversial as Councd and 
residents c d e d  for a cut-and-cover 
tunhel under the Dnve to reduce 
Impacts. B C Translt preferred an 
elevated route Councd approval 
of h s  portJon of the ahgnrnent 
was never granted and B.C. Tran- 
sit proceeded with the elevated 
route. 

Recognmng that AL.Rf could have 
dnmauc effects on future devel- 
opment, Councd asslgned Plan- 
rung staff ro enhance ALRT's op- 
pormruues, whde asssung in mu-  
gaung ~ t s  negauve unpacts Work- 
Ing with a P l m g  Advisory Com- 
mlnee compnsed of local resi- 
dents, land owners and busmess 
people, staff created rhe Broad- 
way Stauon Area Plan. The plan 
addressed problems, Issues and 
opporrrrmues m rhe commumty 
and prov~ded recommendauons 
ro deal wlth them. The Plan and 
implernentauon acuons were ap- 

1 (industrial) 
Depending on location, from light 
to heavy indusrnal use. 

proved by Councd In md-198- 

Recently, Plannlng lnlclared a 
Bumrd Warerfront Pon Land 
Srudv Thls study has been put on 
temporary hold at the request of 
the Vancouver Port Corporauon. 
The study wdl deal wlth land use 
issues in the mdusmal area east 
of Vicrona Dnve, adjacent to the 
port. h small pomon of East Hasr- 
lngs w d  be reviewed for possible 
res~dentlal use 

Development 
Activity 
City perrmt files indicate that in 
1992,319 new dwelling umts were 
consuucred and 46 were demol- 
ished. 

Under Grandview-Woodland's 
evlstmg z o m g  there IS the ca- 
paary for the potenual add~uon 
of approxunately 4,000 housmg 
umts withrn residenual areas and 
andher 550 m areas zoned for 
comrnerclal acuvlty 

r[~rO1/ r o t  / .of I lot I r o t  I .of / 1 rO1 l T o w r /  
Bldgs. Unm Bldgs. Untts B w .  Untts Bldpt. Unlts of Unlts 

Residential Building Permits, 1992 

- 

Based on buddrng perruts m u d  and m y  nor refled amal mnsrrucnon - Includes housekeep#n@leep~ng On&. caretaker suftes and Unrh 
assoc~lred wth anorher vse 

Source: Cify of Vancorruer 
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City Services 
Bntama Cornrnumty Lbrary 1661 Napter Street 665-2222 
Fue Stauon emergency 91 1 

non-emergency 66% 100 
North Health Un~t r200-165 1 Commerual Dnve 253-3575 
Commun~ty Pol~clng Office 1661 Nap~er Street 665-3944 
Vancouver Pollce Department emergency 91 1 

non-emergmcy 324- 1 122 
Associations and Services 
Bntama Cornrnumty 
Serwces Centre Society 1661 Nap~er Street 2534391 
Commercd Dnve Busmess Assoc 1661 Napler Streer 
East Slde Farmly Place 1661 N a p ~ u  Street 255-9841 
Gnndv~ew-Woodland Area Councd 1661 Napler Street 251-1491 
Keale Fnendshlp Soaery 1993 Commerc~al Dnve 251-2854 
Lon's Den Adult Day Centre 7 0  Commerual Dnve 253-9716 
M I I U S ~ ~ ~  of Socd Semces 2350 Commerclal Dnve 660-9066 
MOSAIC 1720 Grant Street 254-9626 
e 4 C H  Commmty Health Centre 1145 Commercial Dnve 254-5456 
VSB Adult L e a m g  Centre 1909 E. Hasungs Street 2534907 
Vancouver Abon&mal 
Fnendshlp Centre 1607 East Hastlngs Street 25 14344 
Vancouver East Cultural Centre 1895 Venables S m t  254-9578 
Day Care (-A* ~cbool care program) 
Preschool 
Bntanrua Preschool" 1661 Nap~er Street 2534391 
St. Francls of ASSISI 870 Victona Drwe 253-73 11 
D l y  Care (3 to 5 yrs) 
Grandvlew Tenace Chdd Care Centre" 2055 Woodland Dnve 255-0513 
kale Sernlms 1665 kmh Dnve 255-8665 
Sundance Day Care Ctntre 1607 E m  Hamngs S m t  25 1-4844 
Afta School CYC 
MacDonald Out of School 1950 East fistmgs Street 255-3856 
SchGOk ( ' Federatfon o/ Independent School mocrarrons) 
Bntanrua Elementary 1001 Conon Dnve 255-7773 
Bntannla Secondary 1001 Conon Drwe 255-9371 
Grandv~ew Elementary 2055 Woodland Dnve 253-5202 
Macdonald Elementary 1950 East Ha.sungs Street 255-5174 
Nelson Elementary 2235 ffitchener Street 254-0707 
Queen Vlctona 
(Gnndv~ew Annex) 1850 East 3rd Avenue 255-774 1 
St Francs of Asslsl' 870 V~aona Dnve 253-731 1 
Templeton Secondary 72 Ternpieton Dnve 255-9344 
Recreation and Leisure Facilities 
A1 Mattson Re& Cluzens Lounge, 
Bntamla Centre & kbrary 1661 Nap~er Street 253-4391 
bans Den Recreabon Centre 770 Cornmercl;ll Dnve 253-9716 

Parks 
( *  cbildren 's phyground) S M h d  
Cambridge' Cambridge and Wall Streets 0.20 
Garden' Garden and Templeton Dnve, 2nd md 3rd Avenues 0.97 . 
Grandv~ew' Commercd al Cotton Drwes, William and Charles 0.89 
McGd 2300 Block McGd 0.22 
McSpadden' 5th Avenue and Maona Drive 1.69 
Oxford Oxford and Wall Streets 0.13 
Pandon' Pandora, F n n k h .  Nanaimo 4 Templeton Streets 1.66 
Salisbury' Salisbury and Adanac Streets 0.17 
Shelley' 8th and Woodland 0.26 
Templeton' Templeton, Garden Drive. Turner & Adamc Streets 1.70 
Townley 2nd and Woodland 0.19 
Viccona' Victoria, Salisbury, Grant & Kitchener Sweets 0.89 
Woodland' Woodland. McLean, Frances and hdamc Streets 1.58 
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